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Olsp^rtlont of tho pwr# photphoMplds phosphotldylcholino 
(ioclttilii) and phoaphotldytaarlna want praparad in aolutions of 
diffaraat Ionic typa and eoncantratlon. Tha dlsparslont vara 
praparad so as to Qlva parflalas^ s^arwlos, of the phospholipid 
which wars of a fairly constant dfanatar, I.a. they ware quasi~ 
aonodlsparsa suspanslona. Tha dfsparslons wars subjactad to a 
laminar flow shaar gradient In a Cowatta vtscomatan Tha affect 
of this shaar gradient was to affect collisions hatwaan tha particles 
of tha dispersions and thim to bring id>out flocculation or aggregation 
of tha suspensions.
By measuring tha total nunbar of particles In tha dispersions 
at timed intervals a parsmatar was calculated for each aggregation, 
tha collision efficiency. The collision efficiency Is a measure 
of tha rata of aggregation and can also be used to calculate tha energy 
of tha adhasivs Interaction of tha particles,
Tha values of tha collision efficiency for the flocculation 
of lecithin spherules sliowad that for tha monovalent cations the order 
of Increasing efficacy was Potasslimi: Sodium: Lithium which Is the order
of dacraaaing Ionic radius* The results for divalent cations showed 
that these ware more affective by at least two orders of magnitude. 
Further/
Further/
divalent cations exhibited a reversal of charge behaviour at
—5concentrations above about 10 molar. The order of Increasing 
efficacy did not reflect the order of decreasing Ionic radius and 
was Magnesium: Strontium: Barium: Calcium, which suggests that
lecithin may have a specific affinity for Calcium. The trivalent 
cation Lanthanum was more effective than the divalent cations and 
showed a charge reversal at a lower concentration. Temperature 
was found to have little effect on the rats of flocculation of lecithin 
dispersions.
For the flocculation of phosphatidyl serine dispersions higher 
concentratpns of sodium and calcium Ions were found to be necessary, 
than for the flocculation of lecithin dispersions. This was to be 
expected because phosphatidyl serine spherules are considered to bear 
a considerable negative surface charge, whereas those of lecithin are 
considered to be unchainged.
The collision efficiency, msasursd in Ionic conditions where 
the spherules are probably uncharged, was used to calculate a value 
for the London-Hamaker constant. Values In the range 7 x 10*
2.45 X lOe^uere obtained for lecithin spherules and values of 
4.7 X I0~^  ^- I X tO^^for phosphatidyl serine. These values were 
used to calculate the adhesive energy of the particle Interactions, 
assuming/
assuming/
that the particles adhered In the primary minimum with a
o
separation of 5 A. Values In excess of 200kT were obtained. 
Indicating stable adhesions. These values are comparable with 
those derived experimentally and theoretically for other llpid 
systems.
As the spherules are considered to be made of structures 
which are similar to the cell plasmalemaa and the spherules used 
In the flocculations have a slae similar to that of cells, the 
result may be of Interest In a study of ceil membrane Interactions, 
In particular cell to cell adhesion. The values of the London- 
Hamaker constant measured, would allow adhesion both In the primary 
and the secondary minimum as proposed In the lyophobic colloid 
theory of adhesion.
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oolî concert or llvlnf: or^anlsmA leailF 
log'lcfilly to the ifïoa that a delimiting: structure
oxlntf= which aeperatea o cell from thf» surround inf: 
mo ^ itnn* rrom studies of pome;>ti«>n, iritorfaoial 
rro port les nnd froc» electriool mentsuren ontf , aniell i 
in I davaon uniolli nnd Harvey (1915), r*ro-
rx'>ao<t nn élaboratoci form of a model boaed on idee»
T*ut forward by Overton (1875) ,md Gortor and drendcl 
( 19F5 ) . Thlf model proy>oaed that tho eli( itin^g 
s t m c t  rr was a membrane, of n bnaically lipoid nature, 
^'liclorlnry the cytopldstr* From tho data then avail— 
nhje^ tho pauoimolecul ar membrr no tht»ory, -jb sur * arisod 
by »y on en T oniel 1 i (1^*1), was deduce " . This 
t nory nrorooo that tho mombrane, variously torr,od 
the "piaemn frembrone**, tho ”plaemalommo” nnd the "coll 
* ur»r^co" oon^ ist^ of a sheet of lipitl moloculos, two 
T ol c# 1' s thick, with polar ^froups directed outwards 
:m ' tho non—polar hydrocarbon chains oriented inwardly 
nu Î ori'Cndicular to the plane of the %i ewbrnne. It 
w;* fiirtlîor % ro osed that the surfaces of thiï  ^hcet, 
r nuwn am th ^ "bit oleculnr 1ipi * leaf let" are covered 
with '
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The advent of the electron «loroscope allowed
L ' -direct observations of the cell membrane to be made.^ 
Ftudlee revealed a definite layer atruoture at the 
boundary of cells. uoh studies, especially those 
on myelin, which was shown to be derived froei the 
coll surface of Fchwann cells (Oeren 1954, Robertson
i ■*
1957)• when combined with earlier results from 
polarisation (l^ey-Vysslin|p 1953) und X-ray diffrac­
tion studies (Finean 1953# remandea-Momn and Finean 
1957) tended to confirm the Ikinielli—DaiFSbn hypothesis. 
The electron microscope also revealed structures 
similar to the cell surface membrane in a variety of 
cellular organelles, which led Robertson (1959#19^7) 
to promulgate the "unit membrane" concept.. This
. 1  ’  I. .
postulates that the major part of all membranes of 
all cells possesses the same basic structure, which 
is "a universal biologioal constant". The structure
■ r* ' ^  ■*workPd out for the membranes of myelin could, thus, 
be extmpolated to cover other membrane structures.
The T>rop6sed structure is basically that of the 
Danlolll—Dorson modelt a bimolecular.leaflet of 
phospholipids covered with protein or muco$ rotein 
or/
r V t
'f ,i
: : ' •■ - - ' ■" ' V : . ' '.A i'U-  ^ .% - .
or mooopoXysaooharlde on both aidas. This modal 
bas suooaaafully intarpratad tha pattern of staining 
observed in the electron microscope, whore under 
suitable conditions two densely staining lines 
Sppear at distances roughly corresponding to the
length apart of the hydrophilic «moieties of two* , ' •
phospholipid «molecules arranged in such a bimolecular 
structure (Robertson 1959). This typical triple— 
layered structure is best observed after permanganate 
fixation and has an overall width of about 75A.
" > Prow the data given by bulk analyses of oiyelin 
and erythrocyte ghosts, X—ray diffraction and the
■h -4 '. .1..physicochemical characteristics of phospholipids >
/finean(1957« 1966) proposed a model for the spatial
r/ ' r- ' \arrangement of individual lipid molecules within 
the bimolecular leaflet. Vandenheuvel (1963a,
- -1965a, b) criticised and modified this model on 
steric and energetic grounds. This model takes as
.1 rits storting point the fact that in myelin there is
"a 1«1 total phospholipid to cholesterol ratio. 
Vandenheuvel (1963), using Preiding stereomodels , r 
and with maximum von.der Veals* interactions as 
his touchstone, has shown that two basic stable 
•truotur»»/ " 7  ■ '
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structure# are poeaiblet tho oholeaterol-leclthin 
cMMspIex, characteristic of phosphatidyl ifplds, and 
the choleeterol-sphlngo myelin complex, character­
istic of sphingolipids. Using these as o basic
building block, it is possible to construct a throe- ■ /: . - dimensional model of the bimolecular leaflet which
: . . ' ' ' ‘:ihas a phosphorus to phosphorus distance of al>out
. 1; •a- ' ,
50X. A figure which accord# well with that derived
from electron microscope and X—ray diffraction
• studies. :
with such highly wrought models for the lipid " .. /' 
bilayer, the structure of cell membranes appeared
settled. However, the idea that there i# a single
universal structure for all membranes has of late
been cogently criticised (Kom I965, Lucy 1968,
Chapman and Wallach 1968). The cornerstone of .
Vthe "unit membrane" concept is the interpretation 
of the structure of myelin, a highly specialised
■- - V 1 .
component of nerves, and it may be questioned
. ' ' f -whether the composition of myelin is the same as. 
other membranes. Fibers (1964) has shown that,
.. in point of fact, the overall width of the triple- 
layered plasmalemmae, as observed in electron 
. micrographs, can vary from about 50# to as much as
It
y:-''!' 'i-''>■ ' y '-;
 -V v':: .
I30X. This may result from dlfferanoaa In the 
protein layer or may reflect differences in methods 
of preparation* The latter point is of great
importance because in spito of the key position of
• " *the interpretation of electron micrographs in the
analysis of mombrane structure , there is still con­
siderable dispute as to what information can be 
derived in terms of molecular structure from such
■i  ^ .
-micrographs (Kora 1966, Curtis 1967# Chapman andi
Wellmoh, 1968).•4' ‘ r U'H ■ . ,
The interpretation of micrographs has been 
strongly influenced by the belief that the bis#olecular 
leaflet is the most stable configuration adopted by 
phospholipids in water (Bevan and Malkin 1951, 
berviohiah,1964)* . However, other configurationst
have been observed (Bangham and Horae, 1964 ; Lucy
J r
and Glauert, 1964)* Lussatl (Luxsati and Husson,
19629 Lusxati, 1968) from X-ray diffraction studies
has shown that a variety of structures exists for
lipid water systems, dependent upon the physico-
chemical conditions* He has suggested«that the
. , " •!conditions extant in tho living cell are close to
those at which a phase transition may occur from
. /   ^ V ,
V:' ?  \ - "3 L , \ -A X';
'.RA :
>ir
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■h':
o lamellar pbaae (bimole<nilar leaflet) te a phase
with hexagonally packed cylindrical micelles with
. -t if:-'Ionic groups, directed to a core of water, siay occur, 
the key parameters being water content and temper— 
attire. The possibility of such a phase transition 
make# the interpretation of electron micrographs
oven mere problematical, though Stoeckenius (1962)
showed that phospholipids prepared for electron 
microscopy at constant temperature exhibited the 
same structure as could be deduced from X—ray
diffraction data,. \ ' ' - '"f yY ' - .The demonstration of an alternative phase state
for phospholipids has led to the proposal that the; >
t *’ * '■pbospholipids of the membrane may exist in such a 
configuration, A number of workers have obtained 
micrographs which would seem to.indicate the 
presence of globular micelles in membranes,
F Jos trend (1963) and Rjostrand andG#(fin (1964), ‘ 
found that mitochondrial membranes and smooth
endoplasmic reticulum of mouse kidney and pancreas.
cells displayed globular sub-units separated by 
stainad septa, " Globular units’ have also been
.
observed in membranes in sections of frog and 
tadpol*/ " .
"F"
tadpole retina (Nilason, 1965# Blaeie et al# 1965, 
Blaeié and Worthington, 1968), in synoptic diece of
^Idfieh (Retortaon I963) in ehloroplaeta (Fork and
•■■ ' ‘ *Pen, 1963) and in mitochondria (Green et al, 196?)#
A detailed model for a membrane constituted of 
lipid mieelles, has been proposed by l^ mcy (1968) on"L " ■ ■ ; - G.the basis of observations of siacromoleoular lipid 
complexes using a negative staining technique (l^cy 
5 and Glauert, 1964), They have shown how a number 
of structures can be formed by the assembly of 
globular lipid micelles, in a manner analogous to 
that in which protein sub—units are assembled, as 
for instance in viruses, Lucy proposed that the 
membrane may be assembled from sub-units, in this case 
globular lipid micelles ef about 4o% diameter, in an 
y approximately hexagonal array with a layer protein 
or glycoprotein on either side of the plane of 
mioelles. This model envisages tho membrane as a 
- comparatively labile entity, with the micelles in 
continuous random movement about their mean position, 
with pores between some micelles end with the 
<  ^ possibility of phase transitions occurring to the
bietolecnslar leaflet eonfigtiration (Pethica, 19671 
l«cy,/
-,Py
Wl-i*- ' e.
Luoy, 1968), Another model which envisages.trane— 
formations between equilibrium phase states to -
V •. •; '■* - .. '• T
■ > ■ ■ ‘aaaount for differences in membrane properties, has 
been proposed by K^avanau (1963, 1965)• But there
is as yet little evidence that such transformations. .do occur in living systems#
The once apparently unassailable bimolecular 
leaflet model has been frequently and stringently 
criticised of late and other models have been 
proposed# However, the weight of evidence would 
still seem to tip the balance in favour of the
»- : . . .  'V  , u-
bimolecular leaflet smdel# It can be argued that ,
r
much criticism of this model is a result of applying 
the bilayer #sodel, in particular the "unit membrane" 
concept# with too great a rigour (Stoeckenius and 
nngeleian, 1969)# This model in fact, allows of 
greater variation than it is often credited with.
The differences in membrane property and functions 
may result from the presence of specific proteins 
or peptides rather than structural differences 
(Mueller and Rudin, 1968), However, the data re— >jIUl
quired to critically test any particular model of 
the cell membrane is not yet available, though
new/
: \ y :
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new technique» now"heIng need nay provide euob
>■ ■ ■ . ’■evidence,- - .. - . , '•
If otsr knowledge of membrene structure is
limited, bow much more so is that on the question
of ciembrene interactions, Loewenstein (1967) has
sbe%m the importance of the interactions of membranes
with one another and Oingell (I967) has speculated
■ ;  ,  v : . .  : "
on the way in which membranes might interact. One 
field in which it might be thought that membrane 
interactions may be ef importance, is that of cell 
adhesion, Curtis (1966, 1967) has reviewed the 
knotm facta on cell adhesion. From this, it would 
appear that there are two major classes of cell
adhesion. The first, an adhesion with a separation
,/ -■■■'...ef 100 — 200 A between plaamalesaoae, is relatively 
weak, of low specificity and is sensitive to ionic 
conditions, particularly the presence or absence of 
divalent cations. The second, the close adhesion, 
has a separation of less than 20A and this adhesion 
may be specific with respect to cell type. These^ 
adhesions appear to be strong and, unlike the first 
type of adhesion, the cells involved cannot easily
H-Ï V-, - ...
■ , : . ; •’:{■■■■.■ '.:■-.''■>■' ' ■ 10.-T: - S - . ■ '
be re—dispersed, Speeislised membrane structures, 
such as desmosoMs and sonulae oceludentes also 
appear to be associated with cell adhesion,
Probably the oldest theory of cell adhesion 
. is the eesieating or bridging theory. This theory 
quite simply proposes that there Is a cementing 
sMiterlal in the gap between cells. The action of 
ewaymes such as trypcin in dispersing cells, has ^ 
been addueed as evidence in favour of a "cement" 
attaching to cells by means of covalent bonds, ’ It 
has also been proposed that there are specific 
"cements" responsible for the adhesion ef given 
cell types (Moscona 1961, 1962), There is no s
s /  ,  . .  - ,. . t , - -nnenquivocal evidence for this theory or for that
v:-, . /.f.: , jy ■ ■ ; .matter against it. The action of ensymes may be ^ . . . - . r  k- D'% _ 'partly attributable to their action on èxtraécellnlar
'materials such as collagen which have a strengthening
rather than a purely adhesive role, and to possible
yy
yy/-
alterations they may cause to the surface properties
s-' H
r'".. -
of tho cell. Further, the evidence, favours the 
view that the first type of adhesion (see above)
'  ■ . -
u -
y-l-:
is relatively weak and non—specific. While this
■ iTv:T ■ ' ■is hardly a conclusive.argument against the cementing
tbworjr,/ : V . , ^
... . ■ V - . ,
* ■ - ‘v^y-: ’ .'T
I : ' : . '
.'■ t. - , -'. J.
% -ji
:■•■ r>.
4r
■i.
theory, it does tend to militate against the theory.'
A speoifie mechanism, which is, in the main, a
sKMlification of the cementing theory, has been'
favoured by Fethica (1961) and Fteinberg (1958, 1964),
.'T
This proposes that calcium ions, thought to be of 
parasKiuat importance in ceil adhesion, can form ion— 
pairs or triplets with carboxyl groups on the cell 
surface (Raydon and Teaman 1962), thus acting as
bridges between the cells. This model, as it stands,
' - , " ; . cannot aeoomSiodate the adhesion with a lOO — 200 a. - ,4 / . - ' . : 'separation, but it has been proposed that the calcium
ions BMiy "bridge" between the "cement" covering the
cells, thus overcoming this problem. The dependence
of cell adhesion on.calcium ions, can be explained
along ether lines and there is little other direct
' ' 'evidence to support this theory,' ^ . '«One aspect of this theory as proposed by Pethica
; r- 1(iSMSl) and Tteinberg (1958) is that the cells are 
considered to be in sM»lecular contact, the close 
adhesion (above). This view has been supported by 
the experiments of Wilkins et al (1962 a, b) which 
cuggested that leucocytes flocculated at aero point 
of charge were adhering with molecular contact,
Weis#/
JU. ' i
- f ' 12.
. ;< Vois* (i960, 1961) suggested the treatment of oeil 
, adhesion a# a eonsequence ef surfaoe energy of .
eontaeting bodies, which also requires SK>lecular
eontaet. However, as stated above, there is a
eousiderable body ef evidence (Curtis 196?) which ,
would seem to indicate that many cells adhere with
. . .
Aa gap of 100 — 200 A between the plassmlemmae. 
Certain specific cell to cell adhesions, such as 
sperm to egg and sonulae oceludentes, may, on the 
ether hand, be of this type# The evidence leads
4'!'" ■ 'to the belief that a satisfactory theory of cell \ ; adhesion must allow for both types of adhesion;
Curtis (i960, 1962, 1966) ha# proposed that
cell adhesion is a result of the balance between
opposing physico-chemical forces. This theory
draws en the theory of the stability of lyophobic
colloid# of Derjaguin end Landau ( 1941) and Verwoy ,
hnd Overbeek (1948). This theory visualises tho  ^a
, .  &  i : ,
main type of cell adhesion as a Result of a weak 
revorsible flecculatien with the cell surfaces hold 
100 — 200 % apart by a balance of adhesive and 
repulsive forces. It also allows for adhesion with 
aolmmlnv/ ■ . .A v. A; "
‘.n-vJ»A-
3* »
' v ÆA .'A: L ■: v-,AAs.r:7 A  :. '
.A'A- yyy:
:,v.y v : ' . ■
mpleoular contact.
According to this theory, the repulalve force 
la a conaequonee of the proeence of charged group# 
of the eame aign on two opposing cell surfaces
giving rise to an electrostatic force of repulsion
’on account of the surface potential. The attractive'
force is the London - van der Waala force. The!
London dispersion force is determined by the nature 
of the adhering particles, in this case cells, and 
of the gap material. The magnitude of the two
•
force# falls off with distance, but tho decrease 
with distance follows a different law in each ease. 
The tendon force obeys an inverse power law and 
the electrostatic repulsive force an exponential law. 
The combination of these two forces pro<!icts that 
When they interact two adhesions with different
.T ^ *
separations can occur, when the net adhesive and 
repulsive enes^gies are balanced. The first is a' k • 4. ■' . k 7
a A:’ close adhesion, when the adhesive forces are '
maximal, with à separation of a few Angstrom units, 
(xsolecular contact). This is termed adhesion in 
the jxrimary minimum. The second adhesion is a|o * j
weak,/ i
A:-:: y":U'h/ .V _ . r  '. .A""'-" .; A::m.-.:m7 - . A-': 14.
;W= WMk, reversible adhésion with a separation 100 - 
200 A and is termed adhesion in the secondary ‘
V V mlAimam. The repulsive force is such that there 
is a large potential energy barrier preventing 
- particles adhering in the primary minimum. The
secondary minimum has no appreciable barrier to pre­
vent the approach of distant particles.
■ y '• “■Curtis (1967) has presented evidence that .
J " / ' -physiological conditions would favour a weak adhesion
tri'.' y
of cells in the secondary minimum, (see, however, 
Pethica 1961, L.Weiss 1967) with a separation ranging 
from 80 to 115 % depending upon the values chosen 
for the London force constant and for the surface 
potential. Although the idea of adhesion occurring *
■ '* ' f- 'in the secondary minimum has been criticised,
A fchemkel and Kitchener (I961) provide good evidence
that polystyrene particles so adhere. The theory 
thus predicts the possibility of two classes of 
adhesionI those with gaps of lOO - 200 A between 
plasmalemmae, secondary minimum| and those with 
the surfaces in molecular contact, primary minimum. 
These correspond to the two classes of adhesion 
discussed above. Further, this theory predicts 
that adhesions in tho secondary minimum will be 
relatively/
• A..*
' V 15* ■
I .N  ^ J» ^  4 - -
relatively weak and easily redispersi^, as are the 
adhesions of many tissue cells. The ionic re—- 
latiens of the adhesions of tissue cells are 
correctly explained by this theory. High ionic 
% strengths %#onld be expected to reduce the surface
A/- . , . . V ‘ '  ^ ■ -potential and hence the electrostatic force of 
repulsion, thus prosioting adhesion in the secondary 
minimum. Divalent cations are more effective in
reducing the surface potential than monovalent
v"" - À IK nations, honce the importance of calcium ions in; . y À ' c : • y- - ' ' -
cell adhesion; The relative non-specificity of 
^ a d h e s i o n ,  whereby cells will adhere to a wide range 
of other cells and to many types of sumfaces, is 
also a prediction of this theory.  ^However, the •
y'-Àeumymatio dissociation of cells cannot be adequately
'ê w- ' '/ ' '-A'"' , \ ^ explained by this theory, save for the possibility
of the ensymes altering the surface potential.
At prement, the experimental data required to 
v A r i: rC evaluate the ihmrious theories is not available.\ ^ "A" " ^  ^ -y:' -
A.r: - A t h e  lyophobic colloid approach df Curtis (1966) 
deems to 'pra'vide ^ amere' satisfactory explanation of
A  :^ , yy m  :'AL : A ' ' A  "  ^ ‘/ -most,of the known"facts of cell adhesion than the 
ether theories. There is even less data on role
'\AAy:../A . Oi/ ... -'A"; ,
16,
of the cell membrane in the adhesion of cells. There 
have been mpeculations about the action of specific 
molecules thought to bo present on the lipid mimbrane 
(Veisr, I. i960, Weiss, •, 1958) particularly about 
the eignifieanoe of the carboxyl groups of compounds 
Mioh am sialic acid (Cook et al 1961 ), b*Jt the role, 
if any, of the lipid component of the cell membrane 
has been somewhat neglected# As llpid forms the 
balk of the interacting surfaces of adhering cells 
it would be of interest to know in what ways the 
notiire and even phase state of the lipid might 
influence cell adhesion, and to have some idea of 
physico-chemical parameters of the lipids Involved, 
such as their surface charge properties and the 
London — Hamaker force constant. Such parameters 
would also be of value in an understanding of the 
forces which give the membrane its stability and 
determine its structure, Tliis thesis describes 
work designed as preliminary attack on this problem. 
Till recently there has been no direct way of 
approaching this problem. Recently developed 
techniques have, however, provided an experimental 
approach. Models of cell membranes have been 
developed/
17
developed by # nueber of workers. Tobies et el
t '
(1962) used Millipore filter discs impregnated with 
pbespholipids and Mueller et al (I962) formed 
bilayers of phospholipids, in water, analogous to 
soap films in air. However, the s#ost useful model 
for the problem in hand is that developed by 
Bangham and 00-werkers (Bangham at al, I965 a, b, 
Bangham I968). They utilised the fact that 
phospholipids swell in aqueous solutions to form 
liquid crystals of the smectic meeophase type.
These dispersions consist of approximately, spherical 
partiales of phospholipids, spherules, in the 
aqueous medium. From electron microscope studies
Bangham at al (1965a) proposed that the spherules
. -Awere composed of concentric shells of phospholipids 
separated by layers of water and that shells were 
in the form of bisK>lecular lipid lamellae, which, 
on general and thermodynamic grounds (Haydon and 
Tayler 196)), they suggested, are completely closed 
siruotures. Lucy (I968) has questioned this 
interpretation, but there seems to be little evid­
ence to support his view that the shells are not 
concentric and contain globular micelles which 
provide/
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provide mec#»# from the «unrounding mqueou» medium 
to the Inner layer»• The »ph#rule» mould appeer
' I  iv  • : 'to he a not unreoeonohle model of tho cell murfae# 
membrane and ae they can he of comparable dlmen- 
clone to cell» it eeeme feaelble to uee them ae a 
model of adhering cell»#
The eecond technique utllleed 1» one which 
ma» developed to allow an abeolute meamûrement of 
cell adheelon to be made. Meaéurememt» have been 
made prevlouely of the force required to eeparate 
celle (ban# 1936# Brooke et al# 196?)• Theme can he 
crltleleed on a number of ground»: that Inter- 
cellular material# much a» collagen may contribute 
to the reelmtanee of cell» to dimper»ion and that 
the force meamured may merely he that required to 
rupture cell» (L.Vei»» 1961)# Becaume of theme 
T dlfflcultlee# attempt» have been made to meamure 
% \ adheelvenem# during the formation of cell to cell
adheelon»# , Womcona (1961) u»od tho »iae of ^
. aggregate## formed when a #u»pen»lon of mingle call# 
warn mhakem# am a meamure of adheaivenom#. It i# 
difficult to derive an abeolute meamure from much
o ; , M .
â  curti./
■: ■ ■■■ ' , ' ' ' i ’f
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.Curtin (1969) h## de»oribed m technique which 
allow# much a measure to be made from the rate of
eggregation (fleooulation) of particles (celle)*
'  • ..
The technique rests on two basic concepts. First.1 *■f ,when particles in suspension are brought into collision 
by shaking# the movements of the medium bring the
particles together and then# as the particle which
. -  ' ' ' ' - - travels more rapidly passes the other# tend to re-
separate them, A stoble adhesion will form# if
the adhesive force is great enough# to bring the
particles close enough together# to resist the sub-
scc|uent break-up of this newly formed aggregate. The
second concept is that the proportion of collisions
'4 which effect an adhesion is a measure of adhesiveness,
s This proportion is termed the‘collision efficiency
dr stability ratio. It has been measured previously#
• f". " • . ' '" though seldom by a direct method# and Fuchs (1934)
derived an absolute measure of adhesive energy of
particles from the stability ratio, flowover# this
y ? : '  '  '  "  '  r  ..
, treatment is not really applicable to shaken sue-
ptmsions of particles such as colls# because it treats
V: ' . yk-'-, J . . .f • . p , . j.-, .
.'V • ' r ! ......................
2 0 ,
the particles am coming together by Brownian motion 
whereas in shaken BUspeneione much larger hydro— 
dynamic shear force# are acting. Also it assumea 
that a potential energy barrier tm present preventing 
oollieions resulting in adhesion and in the case of 
cells this is probably not true (Curtis 196?),
Curtis and Hocking (in press) have developed a 
hew technique for deriving the adhesive energy from 
the collision efficiency# which is applicable to 
measurements made in shaken (sheared) suspensions 
(sec Material and Methods section). This technique 
has been used in the study of the flocculation of 
dirper#ions of the phospholipid lecithin# which was 
chosen because it is a major constituent of the few 
membranes which have been analysed (Tmwson et al 
1960# Trouser et al 1968), In this way# measurements 
have been made under a range of ionic conditions to 
determine the interactions of lecithin spherules under 
such conditions and al o to gain aU absolute measure- 
mont of the adhesive energy of these particular 
epberulos.
■•, ■'■ ■ . MATCTIAL AND JlSipbg
& " : y ■ ' ■ y " '(i) w«tliyl for p^f^watton mt r.ptiel>
, A^ .»«gijürsü*yff - U r » « x ^  ^: ' 7"" : ) - , ■ . ■ :In a auapanslon of partiel#»# collision# ar#. . ÿ 1 y. ' , :} ' 'brought about oithor by Thrownian motion or by
wovamant# of tho medium, . If# in the latter
instance#.the movements are such that the particles
are brought into collision by a laminar shear
- gradient# of rate O# it is possible to derive a
> theoretical frequency for collisions between particles,
' ' . y 'Von S#Doluchowski ( I9I#) showed that for particles
of radius ri and rj# at concentrations ni .and nj#"
the total number of collisions per unit time interval# 
bij# during, a flocculation or aggregation in ay.t'c,
laminar shear field is given by the relationship
■'2 btj » 4  O nt nj (rf ♦ rjï^ (l)V"r-if where G bas the dimensions of reciprocal time,
1%/^ / ! . '
This equation cannot be applied to the whole course-
■   " , .  • '  '. of on aggregation because once an appreciable number
-r. ' .of two-particle aggregates have formed# these may H
collide to give three“ or four—bodied aggregates, 
wift and friedlandor (1964) have doyelopod af '
particle aim# distribution function by Integrating
the/
V " Wy ; -'- : ' -,- i f ■S I"., . : : .
f _ -. V • • i- V-y;:'
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the total number of oollieions for all olassee of 
aggregate Slae. They showed that this siae 
distribution function is mathematically consistent 
with the Von Smoluchowski theory of coagulation and 
that the total number of particles at time, t,
Kcstf compared with those at the start of aggrega­
tion, gk 4», is given by
In w«ot . . 4 Q ^ » (2)K „ 0  Ti
Where G is again the shear rate and ^ is the volume
fraction of particles in the suspension. On the
other hand, it should be noted that Fair and Geemiell
(1964) concluded that the fmoluohowski equations
for orthokinetic flocculation# i.e. under conditions
of shear, could not be solved analytically.
Movements of the medium will# however# tend to 
re—separate the particles and only a proportion of 
all collisions may be effeotive in producing 
aggregates. The probability that a collision between 
two particles result# in an adhesion ie termed the 
collision efficiency (stability ratio) and equation
(2) Imcomos
In H . t  • - 4 o t (3)N u>o ^
where is the collision efficiency.
23*
The eeXlision ef partloles which are small# 
in the sense that the Reynolds numher for their 
motion in the fluid is less than unity# is resisted 
by the hydredynaeie force of translation and rotation 
of the particles# which is inversely proportional 
to the gap between the surfaces (Prefiner 1961).
In the absence of an adhesive force# the particles 
would be brought together by the shear gradient and 
them rétate around each other to re—separate# and 
no doubleta would be formed.
An adhesive force# whijih could result in an 
adhesion occurring during a collision and hence load 
to the formation of doublets# is the London - van 
der Vaala force. The London dispersion force is an 
attractive force to which all molecules are subject. 
It has been proposed as the force responsible for 
the coagulation of lyophobic colloids# as it is 
the only attractive force of sufficient generality 
(Overbook 1992). Using a cerrespondenoe model# the 
London force can be pictured as due to the rapidly 
fluctuating dipele «oment generated by the aero 
point energy of the dispersion electron on an atom. 
The frequency of this fluctuation is of the order 
of/
■,U*
. . 24,
19 16of 10 to 10 per second which ie comparable to 
the frcqtseney of electronic mevemente (Overbeek 
1992). > The electromagnetic oscillation# set ttp
by this fluctuating dipole will polarise the dipoles 
of any neighbouring atom as the coupling of two 
such electrical oscillators results in a gain in 
energy (Meelwyn — Tfughes 1961). This results in an 
attractive energy of interaction between two like 
molecule#, which varies inversely as the sixth 
power of distance between the molecules. At 
appreciable eoparations between molecules, when the 
distance is comparable to the wavelength of the London 
frequency the force will be smaller than that given 
by the simple relationship and the attractive 
energy, when allowance has been made for this re­
tardation factor, has been calculated by Casimir 
and Polder (1948), The importance of the London — 
van der Vaals* force lies in the fact that the London 
energy is approximately additive and a much larger 
attractive force exists between conglomerations
i* yOf atoms, hence the significance of this force in 
the study of colloid flocculation. For two 
parallel plates, of a thickness large in comparison 
to/
25.
to the distance between them, the attractive energy 
Va (attractive energies are conventionally negative
and repulsive energies positive) can be simplified
to
V# " -   f L _  (4)ÏÏ8 ^ d^
where A is a constant for the material of the plates,
the London — Hamaker constant, and d is the half
distance between the plates, (Overbeek 195%)# The
summation of the London energies involved in the
interaction of two «pherical particles yields#
Vaq»» — Aa ( 5 )12 H
with, a, the particle radius and, H, the closest 
separation of the particles, Fyperimcntal evidence 
for the existence of this force has been provided by 
Derjaguin et al (1954), Overbeek and Sparnaay (1954), 
Bohcnkel and Kitchener (196I) and Tabor and Vinterton 
(1968)# As the energy of London forces at small gaps 
is inversely proportional to the square of the gap. 
When a collision occurs between two particles, they 
may be able to overcome the hydrodynamic repulsion 
Which is inversely proportional to the gap and 
doublets will be formed,
Curtis/
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Ctsrtis and Hooking (in proaa) bava analysed
the hydrodynaaio forces acting during the collision
#f two particles and the influence of the l4>ndon
dispersion force on such collisions and hence 
. ' - “ ' upon the value of the collision efficiency. Treating
the case of two equal, spherical and electrically
neutral particles, so that ne electrostatic " V
repulsive force exists due to the interaction of
»* •
electrical double layers, they derive equations 
far the motion ef the sphere which is governed by
three forces#- (l) the effect of the shearing motion:{• , •*’
o#i the particles, (2) the hydrodynamic forces, (3)
. . . .the Icndoii force of attraction* These lead to a 
relationship for tho London - Hamaker constant 
which is based on the ratio of the London force to 
the ftokos force and is given by
A' . 72 K  1 0? O K (6)
Where f\ is the viscosity of the medium. X is an 
interaction parameter which depends, because of re­
tardation, on the wavelength, X , of the intrinsic 
electronic oscillations of the atoms. Curtis and 
Hocking have calculated values for the collision 
efficiency as a function of the parameter K for 
different values of X . Thus it is possible to 
estimate/
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an experimental value for the oollisien efficiency, 
derived from measurement# of orthokinetic floceula— 
tion, from thie to evaluate K and hence from a 
knowledge of the particle geometry to work out the 
London — Hamaker constant, for the retarded force, 
and the attractive energy for particle# in a auepenaion.
Thie method, which wae confirmed for the ^
flocculation of polyetyrene bead# in aqueoua euapcn- 
elon, can be applied to adhesion# in the primary 
otnloiUM, provided no appreciable electroatatic re­
pul elon exists to provide a potential energy barrier 
to the approach of the particiest or to those in the
'secondary minimum, though there are computationals. =. ' '
' difficulties in this case. If a potential energy.. : s yT:. ,  ^ 'V
barrier exists, Fuchs* treatment (Fuchs 1934) is 
applicable. The treatment of Curtis and Hooking - -,-V:*
v'.y
'.Î' I
'yrf ■
shows that tho collision efficiency is dependent on 
the shear rate, equation (6). Whereas Fuchs* %
treatment has as its rate—determining step, the 
frequency with which Brownian motion energy exceeds a 
certaih value, allowing the potential energy barrier 
to be surmounted. This is not dependent on shear
rate and the collision efficiency will thus be
_ .rfU..;- ■ ' -independent/ -r ; <
r:.:
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Indépendant of #h#mr rat#. Thla provld#a a method 
of aaaaaain# th# applleablllty of tho two traatmanta. 
It may awantually ba poadbla to modify Fueba*k i
traatmant eo that floceulationa In a ahaar ^radiant
with a potantial anar^ barrier may ba daalt with.
(it) Method for Patarmiaation of fartiola Adhaaivanaaa V K y A m v h ,  / . :
Tba ralationahip g^ ivan by Ewift and Friadlandar
(Equation (3)) allow# tha oolliaion affioianey for
the aggregation of a monodiapart*a au# pane ion of
partiolaa eubjaet to laminar ahear flow, to ba
detaminad from count# made of tha total number of
particle# at timed intervale. Tha Couatta viecomatar
provide# an apparatus in which laminar flow condition#
may bo achieved with known, stable shear rates (g ).
If the instrument is oonstructad to tha principle#
given by van Vaser at al (1963)# T!ia Couatta
viseotnotar consist# basically of two concentric
cylinders» one suspended freely inside tha other with
a narrow gap between them. A suspension of particles
1# placed in this gap and one of tha cylinders is
rotated, laminar shear flow is established, with a
shear gradient across the gopV and the shear rate.
is given by
28a.
Tigt 1 Oemarul vlev of tho Couatte viaooMtor.
A» oatar oyllndar B, inoar ajrlindar or bob.
-^9.I::: <^>
where V le the enguler velocity of the rotating 
cylinder, and Ro and ni are the radii of the outer 
and inner cylinders respectively.
Fairly lew rates of shear are necessary so as 
to ellew a nnaher of measurements to be made.
Albers and Overbeek (i960) showed that the velocity 
of flow difference across an aggregate increases 
with the square of the radius of the aggregates 
and will tend to break up aggregates# Thu# for any 
given energy of adhesion (value of collision 
efficiency), at a given shear rate, G, there will be 
an equilibrium sise for aggregates at which the rate 
of aggregation is equal to the rate of break-up of 
aggregates. The higher the shear rate, the sealJer 
will be the maximum slae of the aggregates and the 
sooner will equilibrium conditions be attained.
Since the kinetics of the aggregation depart 
significantly from those given by equation (l), as 
the equilibrium condition is reached, it is important 
that measurements are made before this point.
nowledge of the shear rate also allows an evaluation 
of the contribution of brownian motion in effooting 
collisitns./
30.r": . . : ' ^ ?'' . ir
colliaions. A elgmiflomnt contribution would 
also romult in a divorgonos from tb# kinaties ef 
équation (3). Tuorila (1927) derived a relationship 
for the ratio of collisions produced by shear to
.f%hose produced by Brownian motion J/X, given by
J/i - 1 9 (8)
Where ICT has the usual meaning# For the lowest 
shear rate used, 1 see**^ , and with particles of 
radius 5 /ul at a temperature of 293^K, less than 1^ 
of the collisions will be brought about ^  Bro%mian 
motion# It is therefore possible to achieve 
aggregations which follow the kinetics of equation 
(3)0 by suitable choice of the dimensions and angular 
veleeity of a Couette viscometer#
The Couette viscometer used was constructed
..
by Mr# S# German of the Department of Engineering, 
Cniversity College Ivondon# The cylinders are made . 
of KN98B stainless steel, which is resistant to 
corrosion by saline solutions and the surfaces are 
machined to a surface finish of XOjjk, # The inner 
cylinder is freely suspended on a torsion wire 
while the outer cylinder is rotated to give a 
constant rate of shear by means of an integrating 
motor/ '
 ^/ -t, r . . - . .
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motor (Ether Ltd#, Stevenage, Herts#) vhloh runs at 
a very stable spofKl# The speed of rotation of the 
outer eyllnder can be varied by eha*iges of voltage 
or of gearbox, to give values firon 1 revolution/ 
second to 1 rev#/ain# The radii of the cylinders 
are 19## and 20*5"» and, thus shear rates in the 
range 1 see**^  to 80 sec*^  ^are attainable and these 
fnlfil the conditions discussed above#
The viscometer was set up some hours before 
use to allow it to reach the temperature at which 
measurements were to be made# The inner cylinder or
■' .r.'■ 4bob was carefully centred inside the outer rotating 
cylinder# The axis of the eu ter cylinder was 
aligned vertically by careful levelling as any mis- 
alignment of the two cylinders leads to the bob 
rotating backwards and forwards and in even more
complex modes, giving variable shear conditions#
lilt) r#rwtion mf rb«>epln»itpi«i Sph.rwX.»
&  : A small amount of a chloroform solution of the• ; - r ^ « -■
phospholipid was placed in a round—bottomed flask 
and the chloroform was evaporated in a rotary 
evaporator to leave a thin coating of the phospholipid 
in the flask# Appropriate salt solutions were
added/
.
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added end a diaper»ion prepared by sbfking for 
9 minuter with a vortex mixer (Fieona **Vhirlimixer**) •
-V ■ The auapeneiena were prepared so that a final
particle (apherule) concentration of 1*0 - 1*9 % 
éilO^ per.ml. wae attained. Juat before use the 
auapenaion was paaeed through two electreformed 
aievea (R.M.I. Electronic# Ltd., Hayes, U.K.) one
•f *
of sieve aixe 28 and the second 15 # A sample
was taken just before shear was applied and at 
frequent intervals subsequently, by means of a 
pipette, and the total particle concentration 
(single particles and aggregates) determined.
These measurements were made using haemocytometers
• V ■!(modified Fuchs-Rosentbal) with Heine phaae-contrast
and barkfield microscopy. The diameters of the
: ' ' 'spherules were measured at the same time, using on
eyepiece micrometer. The spherules were also
- ^ .. ' 'examined with a Polarisation Microscope and the
Leita Interference Microscope.
: - (iv) * Solutions  ^'
' , . . ' ' ' ' *All reagents were A.R. grade. The water
Used was double-distilled over glass and distilled
a third time in an all silica still over K Mn 04.
; Thi./ , ,  ^ :• - v ' : - ' ; . ■
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This gove water with a epecifio conductivity of leea 
than 1 micromho. ow** (Radiometer Conductivity meter). 
Solution# were made up ueing Grade À gXaeeware. All 
glaesware used wae washed before use with the 
distilled water.
(v) Purification of Phospholipids
The method used was based on that given by Ansell 
and Hawthorne (1964). The yolks were separated from 
6 eggs and hosiogenised with 290 mis. of Acetone at 
fiO^ C. The extract was filtered and the precipitate 
re—extracted as before. The precipitate was then 
shaken with 100 mis. of chloreform-methanol (itl v/v) 
and filtered. The extraction was twice repeated and 
the extracts were combined. This method leads to 
SBMill losses of phospholipids owing to their slight 
solubility in Acetone (see Ansell and Hawthorne 
1964). The phospholipid mixture resulting from 
this extraction was applied successively to Alumina 
and silica columns to separate off the lecithins 
( hosphatidyl choline). / Column chrosmtoaraphv on 
Muffilnlnn Oxide.
Aluminium Oxide ("Camag" Brookmann activity 1. 
Hopkins and Williams Ltd.) in chleroform-methanel 
(ill, v/v) was packed in a glass column (l#9 cm 
diameter x 30 cm) and the column was washed with lOO 
ml/
34.
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Ml ef the eeme solvent. Approxisuitely 1 gren of
4'the mhove crude egg phospholipid wee loaded in the 
oolutBJi in chloroform—methanol (ill, v/v) and eluted 
under pressure using a peristaltic pump (LKfl) with 
the saaie solvent. Fractions were collected on an 
LKB fraction collector./ Column chromatography 
on silicic acid.
ilicic acid (FigM Lipid chromatography
grade) was heated at llO^C ovomlght and packed in
’V. " ' •'a glass column (l#9 cm x 30 cm) in chloroform and
washed with lOO mis. of the samO solvent. The
flection from the alumina column (0#5 gras) was
leaded in chloroform. Elution was carried out
with ehlerOform-methanol (7:3 r/v) and the fractions
collected on on L.K.B. fraction collector.
(ample# were stored in chloreform uwWer
nitrogen at-20^C. Phosphatidyl serine obtained
from Kech—Light, prepared by the method of Folch.
(1948), was also used. This was further purified 
on a silicic acid column prepared as above. The 
lipid was applied in chloroform■methanol (95:5# 
v/v), the colosm was washed with IQO mis of the 
same solvent and the phosphatidyl serine was eluted 
with chloreform-methanol (ill, v/v).
(vi)/
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hespholipid# were determined by oeene of total
fMepliorts» determination Carried out on each fraction ; ' i:frow the columns. The method used was a wodifioar
< tt .^tion of that of towry et al (1954) (r>r.A.J.t^wreneo
per#.comm.) 0*25 mla of each fraction waa placed in
X. " " ...a eteppered tube and the solvent evaporated off.
0*25 ml# of 10 M perchloric acid was added and the
tubes kept at 170^0 for 2 hours# The phosphate in■"— •. ■ -•
the digests was determini^ colorwetrically. To 
each tube was added 0*5 mis. of a solution made up 
with 95 mis of 0»Z5% Ammonium Molybdate solution 
and 5 mis. of 0.25> Anssonium Meta vanadate solution 
in 0#1 H sodium Acetate to which 1 gram of ascorbic 
acid «ras added just before use. The tubes were * •
' Vincubated at 37^0 for 30 mine. The optical density 
of the blue colour was determined at 660myUL on a 
Speetronia 20 colorimeter.
Once fractions containing phospholipids were 
determined, the phospholipids were characterised by
thin layer chromatography, using a modification of
/
the method of Parker and Peterson (1965). - - ' ^
Silica/ :
T ' \
" A  ' S '
I '''$iliom G#1 M (Merek A.G.), which contains no
hinder, wea washed with mttbancl-chloroform-fermic./ • X, ■ ; - , ,
acid (Stltlf v/v/v) and glass distilled water.
This %#as then dried at llO^C for 48 hours. 30 grams 
ef the washed gel was mixed with $8 ml# of glass 
distilled water in an homogeniser (N.F.C.). This 
X was then used to coat glass plate#, 20 cm x 20 cm,
1 -i ,.. with a **CaiBag'* applicator to a thickness of 300gsw
t - . . ' % 4 ' . , ;The plates were air—dried and activated for 1 hour
■■ :,T . ' " ' • ' ' - 'at llO^G just before use. f^amples wore applied as
. ■ v.,; ,  ^ ^sswmll spets (10 fJi) using a micro syringe (Hamilton). 
Aacending chromatography with chloroformimethanolt
"r \ • • *’acetic acid(water (25tl5i4i2, v/v/v/v) was u#ed. 
riates were developed in a "Camag* ** sandwich** 
chamber which is saturated with the vapours of the
solvent Mixture. The plates were air—dried and spots
located using Iodine vapour. The spots were marked
' X. ^' and sprayed with ninhydrin (BPR) and heatod for 5
mine, at llO^C to identify free amino groups.
Phosphate groups were identified by a molybdenum
-, , '
reagent (Pittmer and Lesteras (1964) modification 
of the Zinsadre reagent), (see photograph fig.2).
■
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Fig. 2 T.L.G. plate etalned vith Phoaphomolybdate roagent 
See text for details.
1, Pure synthetic Lecithin (Mann) 2, Samplesof purified 
egg yelk lecithin
S - f .
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Characterisation of Material# v
Egg phospholipid was eluted from the alumina 
column in 2 ml fraction# and was found in the fifth
and sixth fractions as determined.by the presence
-  'of phosphate after ashing# The yield from this 
column was 6o — 70^# The combined fractions were 
applied to the silicic acid column and 2 ml fractions 
were again collected and the peak of the phosphate
■ ' wwas found in fractions 10—12# Up to about 80$ of 
the applied material was collected. Samples eluted 
front the two columns were run on thin layer plates 
and compared with samples of pure synthetic phos­
pholipids. The crude phosphatidyl choline eluted 
from the alumina column showed at least two distinct 
spots. That from the silicic acid column developed 
only one spot which was ninhydrin negative and 
phosphorus positive. (See photograph Fig.%). 
Phosphatidyl serine was eluted from the column as 
above and also run on a thin layer plate and gave 
one ninhydrin and phosphorus positive spot. The
g values were similar to those of the synthetic F
compounds.
Microscopical/
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ipïeroseoplcal Examination of Spherules
Vhon th# diapersion# ware examined by means of 
phase contract and dark field light nioroeoopy, the 
lecithin particle# were found to range from the 
mnprcxirnately spherical to prolate,spheroid in shape# 
Very few tubular myelinic figures (<2$) were
’.f ‘O bse%4red after the dispersions were passed through 
the sieves# The radius of the spherules (particles) 
was measured and found to reasonably constant with a 
value of 9 0 # 6 , independent of ionic
conditions#
When the lecithin spherules were examined by 
means of a polarising microscope, they exhibited bi­
refringence# The sign of the birefringence was 
positive with the refractive index for the radial 
direction being greater than that for the tangential 
(Frey^Wyssling 1953)# The birefringence for such 
particles is the sum of two components# The intrinsic 
birefringence results from the alignment of individual 
phospholipid molecules in the lamellae and is usually 
positive# The form birefringence i# a consequence 
of the fact that the spherules are made up of 
alternate shells of phospholipid and water# ^uch 
stacked/
58a,
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Pig. 5 Sphoroles of loolthin after 5 aiiiutea aggregation 
under dark field illumination on a Pimdia-Roeenthal 
tiMDoagrtOMter. Medium 1 x lO'^ N. CoCl, Maxtor Side 
of square 250
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stadced layer# lead to negativa blr#frlnganc# which 
1# ganaraily weaker than the intrlneie Ooaponent#
The fact that the sum of these two components, in, 1- . . -’I '.•this case, give strong positive birefringence indicate# 
that the form birefringence is relatively weak and 
suggest# a close spacing of the lamellae of 
phosphatidyl choline# The sign and magnitude of the 
hirefringence did not change significantly with a 
change in ionic conditions (see discussion)#
. Phosphatidyl serine spherules exhibited a weak 
positive birefringence which decreased as the ionic 
strength of the suspending solution was increased 
and with higher valency cations# This indicates an
; ... , V
increase in the form component and hence, probably,
ian increased inter lamellar spacing (Prey—Vyssling 
1953# Papahadjopoulos and Miller 196?)#
Xnterferenco microscopy confirmed tho resultsi.’ * *<»•
obtained with the phase contrast microscope and 
examination of suspensions by means of interference 
contrast fields showed that after filtering the 
spherules were of similar size, i#e# monodisperse 
suspensions#
Rerolts^of aggregation in Couette Vts|g||||eter with
i) Under/
X'
X ■
Vi, ■ \1:'
■". , : i f '
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Th# •ff»ot oir different eb##r rmtmm on *h# 
«If^ rrofinition #n<i bone# upon tho oollioion ofrieloncy 
m o  otudiod umtng ouoponolono of looitbln opheruloo. 
À:#po*)»^ono in 0#1M$ 0*oiM‘and 0«OOlM oodlun obXorido
.  ■' '  '  V • V 'and caloim oblorido m r o  uoed# Tho rosulto are
(gXvmn In tabXo # In all tbo aggrogationo. tho
.  ■ ■ , plot of In N 01^  agalnot gevo a otraigbt lino
roiationablp indicating that tbo aggregation# foXloood'I; . '
the kinetic# given above (equation 3)# i.o# firot 
order kinotlb#• The value# for tho collision 
effieieaoT given in table 1 are all based upon at 
leaat 5 experimenta with six eeasurenent# of the total 
particle number at ten minute intervals. A typical 
example of such an experiment i# given in table 
and the value# plotted in figure ) a# In N against 
t# Equation 6, above, indicate# a dependence of 
the collision efficiency on the shear rate. The , 
form of this dependence is given by the relationship 
between the interaction parameter K  and the collision 
efficiency. Curtis and Hocking (in press) derived 
such a relationship indicating that the'dependence 
m #  of a logarithmic form (see below). Thus from
• 'Iequation 6, a plot of log O agalnstK , the collision 
efficiency,/
#6
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Table I : Ilffect of uhear R%to on Cclli.sicn y^ffici^no.y 
Temperature : 20^C. Lecithin dispersions n = 5 experiments
Shear Rat^ 
G 5 n sec• 
{log. G)
Gollisi on E f f ion cnc'/  as /5 *  S * E ,1x10 H
ilaCl
1/i 0“*^I
Ha Cl NaCl
ivio-b
CaCl.
f ti
>
iO " ) : i
CaC]^ CaClg
1 *98 27'5 + 16'5 -f- 10'2 4* 23 4- 30*1 + 15 *4-
(0*297) 0'78 0^09 0*58 ~ 0*64 0*85 0-53"
5*15 24' 1 -f 11 '1 + 7 *1 + 19*5 26*4 4- 11-5+(O *712) 0 ‘91 0*30 0*25 “ 0*77 o;59 0*8 ~
8*35 22'0 + 10*0 + 5*5 + 17*6 *T* 24*5 4- 7*3 +(0.9?2) 0 '56 0'67 0-84 0'38 001 0*66“
13*911 19'8 -t- 8 3*6 + 15 22 4* 7*3
(1*143) 0.67 0'54 0*33 ~ 0,39 0 '69 0 *28“
41» 73 15'5 + 6 4 2*8 + 9*1 + 16*3 4' 5 +(1*62) 0-34 0-56 0*74 0*21 0*42 0*19""
64*2 14'4 + 4 1 * 4 4- 7 + 12 3*6 +
( 1 . 0#22 0'":96 0*17 0*32 0*48 0*25"~
Table II : Decrease of Particle Number Ncpf; in Typical Lxncriraent 
Temperature : 2 0 .  Medium \yf 1 CaGl G = 13*01~secT^
Time t in 
minutes-à-------------
Particle No, 
Noa-b ^  10 ^
Ln(Ntot> X 10
Collision 
Efficiency 
c( as /j
0 14 2 '64 ~
10 6'16 1*818 22*2
20 2'4 0*875 23*6
30 1 '52 0--t19 20
40 O./T32 ^0*839 23' 5
50 0.22 -1. 51t 22#2
60 0 • 1 6 -1 * 833 20*5
* 70 0.136 - 1*995 17.9
*  Omitted from calculations , see Results section.
40b,
Fir, P Plot of I'Ut and In. N,o, a.^ainst time 
(Results from Table II )
InCNcot r\!ocx
X 10”^. ) xlO"'^
4
3 
2 
1 
0
-1
2 
3
O Values of II«, x 10 ^
^ Values of In (N«, x 10 with
fitted regression line N=o,
~i---- 1---- 1---10 20 30 40 50 60
- 0 .07Bt
t i m e
in
m i n s .
/10c.
Fir. 3 : Sample Plots of Collision Efficiency against Lor. Shear R&to 
(Results iron Table l)
Collision
Efficiencya
9 S  ^ 0
30r
O Values for 10 M CaClp 
Regression line ,q = 27 - 10.8 log 
A Values for 10 14 NaCl 
Regression line a = 17 - 7.5 log G
log.G
Shear Rato
■ -  ... 41.
mtttntmncy phould gtrm a atrai^ht llna ralationahlp."h. L
^  I ^Tf)li» wa# found to ba the eaee for the euepenaien#
of. laelthin ..under the condition# etudled (see table
' .  ^  ^ ’ and flgrure )# Thie confirme the application
of the treatment of Curtle and Hocking' to theee
aggregation#. When aeaeureaente were extended beyond
1 hr# the aeaeured value of the etabillty ratio fell#
Indicating a departure fro# tho kinetic* of equation
)# poeelbly becauee of approach to equilibrium
condition*# With eultable ionic condition* (eeo
-below) vieible aggregate* were obtained If the 
oggregatlon wa* TOntimed overnight.
Meaeuremente of the colllelon efficiency for 
different ionic condition* but with a oonetant value 
for the ehaar rate are given in Table . A*
before# all aggregation* were found to ebey the 
kinetic* of equation 3. from the value* of the 
collieion efficiency the London Hamaker eon#tant#
A# for lO^^CgClg wa* calculated uelng a value for 
the dleperiiloh frequency of (*ee below)# by
mean* of equation 6# which 1* al*o tabulated in 
Table .
A problem In etudylng the effect of changing
the/ " -  '
/Il a.
Table JIi : Effect of Ionic Conditions on Collision Efficiency 
Temperature : 20®G. G = 15*91 sec. n = 6 experiments
Conc^.
of Cc)llision Efficiency CC as 4- 3. ?1.
medium. LiCl IlaCl KCl MgCl^, CaCl^ SrCl BaCl^
1 . X 
10” '^I 20 *7 19-8 17'5 8 15 10 120 18*2
1 X 0.45 0'58 0.74 0.6 0 0 6 0.52 0 0 6 0 -56
11-6
0.52
10 M 9 0
0#58 7-50.74 « 1 « 1 « 1 «  1
8
0-441 X
1 o ~ \ 5.4 4 2.9 16 22 190 20-2 4
1 X 0 0 2 0.51 0 0 7 0-58 0 '66 0-22 0.75 0-26
2*110 M 1 *5 1.02 120 1 6* 4 1 5 0 14-2 1 -2
1 X 0'22 0.51 0.19 0'45 0.55 0.47 0-59 0-22
10~^H
1 X —6
« 1 « 1 <<.1 8
0.55
10.70 0 2 ■90.41
9-9
0 -48 « 1
10 M «  1 <<1 5 0  0 '46 7-50.55
6*2
0-47
6-6
0.58 « 1
Ionic Concentration 
of LnCI_
1' X 1 X
1
1 X 
10 ~ \
1 X 
10~^M
1 X 
10“^H
1 "X
10" Si
Collision rJfficiency 13*1 6*5 1 *3 «  1 20 "3 1 5- 24- 4- + 4- 4-
cc as 4- S. 5. r\ . r,# C y»
Dispersions of Phosphatidylcholine (lecithin).
":r ‘
tha ionio condition# 1# the effect that any fortuitoua 
change In the p4i may have on the rate of aggregation. 
Meaaurement# made at varloue time# on the auapenmlon# 
gave value# for the p M  which fell in the range 6^6# 
which variation would not be expected to bo of 
algniflcance (aee below). Further experiment# carried
out uaing low concentration# of phoephate buffer (pH
\ ' ' ' "  ^  ^ ' ' ' *  . '
7*2# ion1c #trength 0*0001 l) In the au#pen#lone# gave
' 'I value# for the colllelon efficiency which were not 
algnificantly different from thoae meacured on 
auapenclon# without a buffer.
The reeulta are dealt with In detail In the 
diecuealon aectlon. 
ill) The effect of temperature
The above deacrlbed experiment# were carried out
-  . •'T ■ . k —
^  • ':■< ... .at 20^Cm fimilar experiment# were aleo performed in 
-'a conatant temperature room at‘37^C.. For the#e 
experiment## the lecithin waa awollen In the teat
• V . ,j-
< aolution# at 37 C. Aggregation# were aleo carried out
■ , . . "at 2^0. The recuit# for the three temperature# are 
compared in Table * The appearance of the lecithin 
epherule# under phaee contrast and polarlcatlon
i.- - ,  -  -ii .r '  ■
microscopy at 37 C waa similar to that at 20 C (radius 
%  9*6 f 0#9^). ' At 2^0# Spherule# could be formed and
,  ' ,
: J-5^ : “ thoir appearance under phase contrast microscopy# waa.1- also/
42a.
Table IV : Effect of Tenmorature on Collision Efficiency
Ü = 13*91 s9cT^ n - 5experinenta Lecithin dispersions
1Temperat. 
in
Collision ?]fficiency as  ^S, K,
ly IQ-'m
Ih'Ol NaCl
IH.10" ' K
._CaCl„.
vy.io"^M
CaCi;
\ ) i 10“ '^îa 
CaCl^
2^ 18»6 + 
d'/1b 3-3 + 0*66""
2
14*3 + 0'62 "
21 4.
O'67“
6'2 4-
0 *95"
20® 19*8 + 
O'67 "*
3*6 + 
0*33"
15'C* 
0 "39 "
22 + 
O'69"
7*3 * O'20"
37® 20'2 4'
0 " 9 8 r
4'2 4-
0.47 - _
16*9 -r
0.99 "
2 3 '2 4. 
0»63
8*1 4- 
0*/!8
Table V : Ar^Teration of Phosnhatidylsorine I)i speraiens 
Temperature : 20^C. G - 13'91 oecT ' n = 5 experiments
Suspending; Collision "ificiencvCC 'a:9 ^ S ► K.
Nodiun 10 'I'l 10“^K io~'i: 1 o"^i; 10“^H
NaCl
16.2
4-
0 *08
b'S-
0‘.72
2.1
4-
0“37
1- 0
Ô-1
21 *3 I6'b> 10' 6*4 2.6 1
CaCl^ 4- + 4- -H
0.71 0 .95': G .38 0.13 0.21 0.11
4 2 b .
Table VI : Viscosity of Susnonsions
Measured wi th Ostuald Viscometer us inf; ij for Water, at 20® C = 
as Standard (Handbook of Chemistry and Physics 1966 )
Conc^. Viscosity at 20®C, in Centinoises.
-------
of
Medium NaCl LiCl KCl * HgCl^ CaCl^ SrClg BaCl^ Ila^SO^
1 X
10" 9-1 1 .00 1 .60 1 .001 1 .006 1 .008 1 .008 1 .01 1 1 .001
1 X
10"^M 1 '.'001 1 .00 1 .00 1 .00 1 .00 1 .00 1 .0 1 .0
1 X
1 o~hi II II 1: II II II II
1 X
10"9l II II II II II II II II
1 X
10"^M Ditto
1 X
10" Ditto -
Temp. 
in
®c.
Viscosity in Centinoises
\y.10‘'Sî
NaCl
IXI0"^M
NaCl
\yi o"^K 
CaCl^
\yiO” h i
CaClg
\%iO S i 
CaCl^
2* 1 .7 1 .69" 1.71 1 .69 1 .67
2(J* 1 .0 1 .0 1 .003 1 .0 1 .0
y , 0 0.71 0.69 0.72 0,69 0.69
- — ■ ■ i
" ^ ' fl':. 9 '  ^  ^ ,; : 4).r  c , ' ■-- 77.;. 5*
#l#o fliflillar, to that at 20^C (ndiua )#9 1 
FpharaXaa formed at 2^C were almo examined with the 
polarteatton mieroscope» Again the spherules were 
found to have strong positive birefringonoe* it11
tv) khmrmmmtionrn vttb ; phosphatidyl i.«irtn»
Spherules of phosphatidyl serine were formed at
" hr."
y'7
:7 V':
* 4
s j , .  .
aO®C in lO-^KCmClg, lO-^MCmClg, lO’^ hl NmOl and 10”^! 
TtmClrn The results of theseraggregations are given In 
Table $ , The calculated value for the London-lfamaker 
eenatant 1# also given In this table# Again a value
- . V
#f for the dispersion frequency was used#
The suspensions were examined by phase contrast 
micreacepy and the radius of the particles was 
measured as 5*1 ^ 0#7yLL#
' -7’fV':'77hfeÿii.7
'77'7 - -:r- :777: i't' '  '
■ •
' ' : 7;-:'7 '7'7: -7'7'7-.77' 7 ' G. . . .  .
h,.: . - . ■: -7- - - - v .  , , ■
."-y-'r/."hr,:"'7.. \"'p.-4;: . ' 'f-
T A: "h':7'.h.r..,;: ■-hi
■ ■ ' 7 L 7.,' ,.'.yh ' h
... • ^  ■'■.
■■■ : '■' . ' 7h-
r."' -L
- • . ---jy y  ' 7;-.. i„ _ ''::77jg : . : 7
'L7L. T , . -ihP. -h; :,
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Table VII : Value of London-Hamaker Constant À 
Valuer of K and A calculated from equations ^  and
Medium & 
Dispersed 
Compound
(1)Leci thir 
1 X
Temperature 
in® C.
cx
as fj +3.1
Interaction
Parameter
K
A
in ergs
10"'m  KaCl 20® 19.8 2.6 X 10“^ 1.02 X 10“'4
10 " &  CaCl 20® 22 5.6 X 10“^ 2.2 X 10"’^
10“ H CaCl 20® 7.33 2.5 X 0.98 X 10"'^
10“&  MgCl, 20® 16 7.9 X 10"’^ 3.1 X 10“ '^
10“4: SrClg 20 ® 19.1 1.99 X 10“ ® 7.8 X 10“ '®
10“'^ M BaClg 20® 20.2 5.16 X 10“^ 1.2 X 10“ "^^
10“^M OaClp 2 ® 20 2.818 X 10“ *-1.8 X 10“ ’''
10“^K CaCl. 37® 23.2 7.5 X 10“ ® 2.45 X 10“ h ‘
Phosphatid\ 
-serine.
1
10“ ’m  NaCl 20® 16.2 1.12 X 10“® 1.7 X 10“ ’®
tO“ il CaCl. 20® 21.3 3.98 X 10“® 1.66 X 10“ ’''
IO“^H CaCl."---- - 20® 10 6.31 x' 10"®l 2.6 x'10“ ’®
4:p u .
Table VIII : Adhesive Pnergy of Particle:
V^tt calculated from equation 5 using separation (k) of 5 A
Medium &
Dispersed
Compound
Particle 
Radius 
a in
London -
Hamaker
Constant
Attractive 
Er.erf:y 
in ergs.
Attractive 
Ener^' 
in kT
' 1 X 
10“ 'k NaCl 
Lecithin
5.0 1.0 X lO"’'' 0.0 X 10"” 210
10”%  CaClj 
Lecithin 5.0 2.2 X 10"’'’
-1 11 .8 X 10 453
10” 'k  KaCl'
P.serine 5.1 4.7 X 10” ’® 3.9 X 10" ’^ 99
10”%  CaCl_f' C
p.serine 5.1 1.6 X 10 ’ ' 1.4 X 10"” 348
. ■ i- .
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i. i Any tnt*rpr«t«tion of oxporinonfeol rooultn'Î . ‘mlios on making mssumption# about the teat ayatem, 
which of oeoeaeity limit the rigour with which the 
résulté can he applied# In tho work detailed here, 
there are a number ef aaeumptiona involved, those 
resulting from the error of experimental mea sûrement a
and those assutnptlons Inherent in the theoretieal
-, ‘ -• ■treatment used# In any work involving the
measurement of, the physloo«>ohefnieal |>araineters of a
oompound, an obvious basic assumption Is the purity
of the materials used. This was not easy to chock
' In the case of the phospholipids. The major such
' V ; ' ' .. 'cheek used was the technique of thin layer chroma-
tography. This Is considered to be one of the most
/reproducible and accurate methods available (l^ouser
, ' ( -
et al 1968)# The results of the T.L.C. analyses
- »• . » ‘
would seem to Indicate that the phospholipids used
Ni" ' ;were relatively pure although presumably consisting
of a family of related compounds with differing' - : . 
hydrocarbon chains. Tfowever, the possibility of
contamination by small quantities (say less than 1^)
..7 . :7. . ..f C - V '  " - V " " %■, -L -
r
■t i t.
' -■ V
. i
■/ : : :
\ ‘ +
7 Y :
L' 4?.
of different phospholipids oennot he ruled out es 
suoh elnor constituents nay not show up with T.L.G#
’ On the question of the purity of the Inorganic salts 
used, one Is, of course. In the hands of the
neuufacturers# There is no reason.to believe that:they are not trustworthy and further, all salts used 
^ y i were first roasted to get rid of any organic con-
% ••
-rv ,
" . 7 7
7"
tâmlnants. The conductivities ef the solutions 
compared very well with the values given in **The 
lUuidboolc ef Chemistry and Physios" (1966). This was 
used to check the concentration of the solutions used
In these aggregations. Other sources of experimental
-error are dealt with In the results section.
The mejor assumptions of the theoretical treat-
"'”:rment are (1) that tho particles are spheroidal, (11) 
that the suspensions are smnodlsperse, (111) that the 
particles are electrically neutral so that no
appreciable electrostatic potential energy barrier* •«
exists, and (Iv) that the particles have a density 
%rhlob Is Inappreciably different from that of the 
suspending medium. I.e. the particles do not sink. 
Optical microscopy provides Information on the J
validity of all these assumptions. Examination of  ^
tho/
r-. /  : .  : '  ' . .  . r  - - .
: y -. y..- vy:,:
i’ ‘I-
f ( 4
: / V - ;' . '-VÙ  ^ i^:
the spherule# by mesne of phase contrast and inter— <
. ‘  "
ferenoe microscopy showed that a sufficient proportion 
of the spherules were spheroidal, so that the first
aaeumptlon is probably not unreasonable. The second
1 '■ *
assumption that the suspensions consist of single 
particles of the same sise can be borne out by the 
low standard errors of the particle radius and by 
the examination with interference contrast under which 
large deviations in particle sine show up as 
differently coloured particles.
The third assumption really requires particle 
electrophoresis as Its test. However, this was not 
possible and indications on the surface potential canA
in fact be deduced from the birefringence studies^
 ^ \ ? y " . 'As was stated In the *Results* section the blrefring-
'  .  ^ '  . '  . .  ' ;  rence examination of lecithin spherules tends to 
Indicate (Frey - Wyssllng 1953) that the lamellae
which are considered to constitute these structures 
are closely opposed. This fact and the independence 
of optical retardation with respect to Ionic strength 
Indicate that the surfaces of the lamellae and hence 
ef the spherules are effectlv ely electrically ' » 
neutral or at least hove a very low surface potential 
(see later discussion) and thus have a lew electro­
47.
static force of repulsion to prevent the epproaoh of 
two such surfaces. However, the results of birefring­
ence studies on spherules of phosphatidyl ethanolanlne 
tend to Indicate an appreciable surface potential.
The problems that this introduces into the treatment 
are dealt with below. These birefringence results 
are similar to those obtained by rapedjopoulos and 
Hiller (1967) for the same compounds which tends to 
confirm the T.L.C. Identifications.
The fourth assumption was simply tested by 
allowing a suspension to settle In the counting 
chamber of haemoeytometer slide. It was found to take 
30 minutes for the suspension to fully fettle hence It 
took the particles 30 minutes to fall a maximum 
distance of 0.2mm (the depth of the chamber). Thus 
ower the duration of the experiments, 1 hour, the 
particles would be expected to sink through a distance 
of some 300 jJL which Is ICO times their radius and 
about 0.5^ of the depth of the Couette viscometer.
This 1.- too small a distance to affect the calculations.
Thus It would seem that the major assumptions 
made In applying the theoretical treatment to the 
oxporlmental results are reasonable assumptions for 
this/
this ey#tew. However, this does not gnarmntee that 
the treatment is In fact appropriate for the systeei, 
and an evaluation of the relevance of the theoretical 
approach requires that the results be shown to be 
eenslstent with the theory. The results showed that 
In all experiments plots of In against time were
linear (this is further borne out by the low values 
of the standard errors of the sellision efficiency) 
vhleb shews that the aggregations followed the 
kinetics predicted by equation 3, confirming the use 
of this equation for this system. The dependence of 
the collision efficiency on shear rate Is evidence 
that the theory outlined for the calculation of a 
force constant is suitable for these aggregations.
The values determined, from these aggregations, 
for the collision efficiency can be used In two ways* 
as a means of calculating an absolute value for the 
force constant and os a way of comparing the rates 
of aggregation when these are carried out under 
similar conditions. If the conditions, i.e. 
viscosity, shear rate sire of particle, are similar. 
It is obvious from equation 6 that a comparison of 
collision efficiencies Is equivalent to a comparison 
of force constants. Hence it is possible to compare 
the/
4 î' 49.
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the interactions of the spherules under differing 
ptiysico—eh amical conditions without calculating the
It-
farce constant In each Instance#
Values for the collision efficiency under
different Ionic conditions using spherules of lecithin
" •arc given In Table # These aggregations were
«•1carried out at a constant shear rata, of 13*91 sec *
«Equation 6 also des#onstratos that the viscosity of 
the suspensions and the radius of the particles onist 
be equal before the collision efficiency can be used
,  ‘ .  n ; '  '
to compare the adhesiveness of the spherules.
■
Measurements were made of the viscosity of solutions
and suspensions with am OstwaId viscometer using
0the value of the viscosity of water at 20 C given In 
*The Handbook oif Chemistry and Physios* (1966). The 
values are given in Table # This Table
J.'demonatfatea that there are no significant differences 
in the viscosities of the solutions used (maximum 
dlfforenoe 6*1 oentlpolse)# The question of the 
radius of the spherules Is V^rtloularly Important 
as tho force constant is directly proportional to the 
cube of radius (equation 6). Measurements of the
*radii under different ionic conditions (see Results) 
showed/
■V
if T
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showed that these did not differ with this particular 
mode of preparation (range lyut), which is not much 
greater than the experimental errer. Considering the 
low variability of both of these factors, it is 
probably reasonable to use the collision efficiency 
to compare adhesiveness.
The values In Table defonstrate three
overall factors In the aggregation of the suspensions 
and hcoe#, it la presumed, in the adhesion of the 
er»herulost (l) The greater the concentration of the 
solution, the higher the value ef the collie ion 
efficiency (for deviations see below) Indicating an 
increased rate of aggregation and a greater adhesive 
Interaction*(2) the lowest coneentratlon of a salt 
which will effect sreasurable aggregation depends upon 
the valency of the Ions in the salt, for example, 
monsurablo aggregation In solutions of sodium chloride 
begins at concentrations of the order of 10**^  molar, 
whereas aggregation was observed In concentrations 
down to 10 molar with calcium chloride solutions;
(3) It was the valency of the cation which was effective 
In decreasing the concentration required to effect 
agrrregatlon (flocculation value) as a comporlfon the 
remmlte/
51.
reeoltp with oalolum ohlorlde and sodium sulphate 
exemplify.
A more detailed examination of the results 
reveals ether phenomena. Firstly, with divalent 
oatlens, the rate of aggregation Inereaaes with 
Inereaelng eoneentvetlon, up to a certain concentra*» 
tien, then falls and finally Inereaaes again (see 
Fcaults for calcium chloride). Seeondly, although 
In general divalent cations are more effective in 
proetoting aggregation than are monovalent cations, 
there are also dlfferencts In the effectiveness of 
spécifié cations. The effectiveness of «Èenovalent 
cations decreases In the order Lithium, sodium, 
Potassium, whereas that of the divalent cations 
decreases in the order Calcium, Barium, Strontium, 
Magnesium. TVs actual differences between the values 
of the collision efficiency are. It should be pointed 
out, quite soMill, particularly in the case of the 
divalent cations, although they are consistent
■V • '
differences. The results for lanthanum are similar, with 
reversal of charge occuring at alower concentration.Those results are consistent with an inter­
pretation ef the aggregation and adhesion of the 
lecithin ephcrules, based on DorjaguIn-Landau, 
verwey^/
52,
■ - ■'=
Verwey-eOverbeek theory of the etmblllty of lyopbobio
. ■' '. ■* eolioide. The effect of inereeping cation concentrât—
loti reflect# the increasing concentration of counter .
Iona in the electrical double layer. Thete lower
the surface potential by neutralising the surface> '
charge and therefore decrease the electrostatic force 
Of repulsion. The fact that it is the cation that 
la significant in neutralising the charge (see point 
3 above) indicates that the spherules probably have a 
net negative surface charge. However, this Is 
nineSt certainly very small as aggregation eoourred 
in lO M H a d  and in concentrations down to 10 M 
Ca Cl^# . On this theory, as the coneentratlon of theX yr* i;
counter ions (cations) Is Increased, a concentration 
will be reached where the number of ions adsorbed 
onto the surface of the spherules Is sufficient to 
eempensate for the charge borne by the spherules. 
Higher concentrations will tend to Impart a positive 
charge to the spherules, (Kruyt 1952, 1949)# This 
should be reflected In the aggregation of the 
spherules. This is shown to be so when the values 
of the collision efficiency for spherules In 
solutions of divalent cations are examined., Starting 
tvom/
-X"- ■. ,
■ ,
.44' .
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from tho low##t ooneontration, in tho cos# of calcium
chloride solutions, the value of the collision'
efficiency increases up to lO**^  Molar, at which con- 
centration the lecithin^ spherules are presumably at 
er about the^aero point of charge. Next comes a. 7
range ef concentrations where as a result of the
positive charge contributed by the adsorbed calcium
Iona, there is a significant electrostatic force of
repulsion to prevent adhesion, as can be seen from
the very lew value of the collision efficiency in 
-210 Malar calcium chloride, Subsequently, an
: .... ; . -
Increase of the concentrâtlen will lead to adhesion 
and aggregation ef the lecithin spherules once more, 
as a consequence of the increase In the concentration 
Of the new counter Ion, the chloride Ion. This is 
again found to happen with the increased value of 
the collision efficiency in 10** sK>lar calcium 
chloride. This reversal ef charge phenomenon can 
also be Invoked to explain the changes in the value 
of obtained for the aggregation of lecithin
spherules In solution of other divalent oations^(see
and LanthanumTable ). The reversal of charge seems, from 
these result, to occur at different concentrations 
with the different cations and the order of increasing 
concentration/
■j' ■
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concentrâtloo #t which It occurs Is the seme as order 
of the decreasing effectiveness In aggregation, 
namely Calcium, Barium, Strontium, Magnesium. It Is 
to be expected that an increase in the concentration 
of the monovalent ions would also lead to such a 
reversal of charge, Jiowever this could not he 
Investigated as the increased concentration also 
Increased the density such that the spherules were 
buoyant and aggregation could not be observed.
The polar group of phosphatidyl choline
i  ’•(lecithin) Is a awitterlon consisting of a phosphate 
group and a quaternary ammonium ion. There is much 
evidence to show that both acid and base in this 
amphoteric head group are fully ionised and the 
oompound Is laoelectrlo over a wide ptl range 
(Maugham and Dawson 1959, Bangham 1968, Ilanal, Ilaydon 
and Taylor 1965)# It Is thought that the quaternary 
ammonium lou and the phosphate are coplanar (Banal, 
Hayden and Taylor 1965) which leads to an Internally 
compensated awitterlon (Anderson and Pethloa 1956). 
Ehah and Schulman (1965) have questioned this 
conclusion, but their arguments are based on the 
results of monolayer studies, the relevance of which 
to/ ' , , - , . , ,
^ .,7 N < :
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, to dispersions are not clear. The results discussed
above are consistent with the model of a fully
internally compensated awitterien which way possess a
net, albeit low,' negative surface potential circa —■ ■ ■ . H
-1 millivolt (Hanai, Haydon and Taylor 196))# Thew- - , ‘
effect of specific ions is also interesting. The 
order of the decreasing effectiveness of univalent 
cations' is the same as the order of the increasing
ionic radius#— LitNatK, which is also the order of% ^ ' 
decreasing energy of polarisation (DavlCrs and Rideal
' '1963)# This tends to suggest that the difforenoes in 
univalent cations are due to the properties of the 
cations themselves and not to any specific affinity 
of the phospholipid, which Is In line with the body 
of evidence that phospholipids do not show a specific
• • I,  ‘affinity for any univalent metal Ions (Bangham 1968). 
On the other hand, the results for divalent cations 
are not so straightforward. The order of effective­
ness and of the reversal ef charge concentration do 
not reflect the order of increasing Ionic radius and 
^larlsablllty which Is MgtCatSrtBa. T*:e position of
‘ '‘-sr calcium seems to reflect a greater affinity of this 
Ion for lecithin which would be confirmed by the 
results of Shah and Sehulman (1965,1967) on the
interaction of calcium and lecithin.
.. -  '
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The effect of température on the aggregation of 
lecithin spherules was also investigated. Equations 
3# 4, 5 and 6 demonstrate that the only temperature 
dependent term in this treatment ia the viscosity,
Ij , of the suspensions. Thus, aggregations at. 
different temperatures can be compared if due 
allowance is made for the change in viscosity. From 
equation 6, it can he seen that the force constant,
A, is directly proportional to the viscosity, and 
thus to compare adhesiveness on the basis of collision 
efficiency, allowance must be made for small decreases 
In the value of collision efficiency for an increase 
la the viscosity. The viscosity of solutions at the 
tempefutures used are given in Table 2L . This change 
In viscosity, with a maximum of the order of 0.3 
cofitlpolses, would be expected to alter the value of 
the collision efficiency by some 1 0#5 when expressed 
as a percentage. If the adhesiveness of the particles 
remains constant. This Is a small correction and 
comparisons can be made of the aggregations at 
different temperatures without calculating a force 
constant In each case.
Temperature may he of Importance in tho adhesion 
of/
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of tho lecithin «phorulee heceu## of poemlble phaee 
change» In the phoephollpld (luzxetl 1968, Chmpmmn 
end Vellech I968), much pha»e transition# having 
been proposed a# a mediator of membrane interaction# 
(Kavanau 196)). Further, it i# po##lble that 
temperature change# may cause a change in the con## 
formation of the polar head group (see above) which 
would alter the surface charge of the spherule# 
and hence their net adhesive Interaction.
TablaT V  illustrates the fact that temperature 
has little effect on the aggregation and adhesion of
lecithin spherules. The difference^measured,a inwhich are not
the value of the collision efficiency, ^   ^ issignificant at the 5^ level by means of a 't* test,
of the order exffocted, purely because of differences 
in viscosity. This is confirmed by the birefringence 
results which tend to indicate that the spherules 
are similar at the three temperatures. This Is not 
unexpected as the phase transition for egg yolk 
lecithin is thought to occur over a wide temperature 
range, probably covering the range of temperatures 
used, as it consists of lecithins with hydrocarbon 
chains differing in length and unsaturation,
(Chapman and Vallach, I968). Any other possible 
changes,/
- . r. ' : : ): /' ': , '  ^ "^ -V' change#, such a# tha orlantatlofi of th* dipolar head
j^it
oMup, are apparently not sufficient to alters Iît
' , ' ' .s' ' 'I  ^ " : ' / Velgiiirioantly the adhesive Interaction^
Fhesphatldyl serine was used to provide informa- .
. ti.on on the aggregation of spherules with a consider­
able negative, charge. Phosphatidyl serine was
' :T\ . r . < '«-Lt: "chosen because it bears an:,extra negative charge at 
physiological pH; due to its carboxyl group. It was 
chosen in preference to phosphatidyl ethanolanine 7 
(cephalih) as the charge behaviour of this latter - 
compound varies considerably with conditions of 
preparation and storage. Measurements indicate 
that‘Phosphatidyl serine dispersions have a seta 
potential (potential at the plane of shear) of seme
.#60 millivolts (Banghaa and Papahadjopoulos, I966).'■ -
The birefringence studies, as discussed earlier, 
indicated that the lamellae were charged.
The values measured for the collision efficiency -
■> *’are given in Table Y  « Because of the assumption, 
in the treatment of the collision efficiency, 
that the particles are uncharged there arc obvious 
difficulties in the interpretation of these results. 
However, to use the collision efficiency as an 
•pproxlMt*/
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ar guide to the aggregation end adhesion
of the partieles, the results of Table \/ illustrate 
the typical behaviour of a suspension of negatively 
charged particles (see earlier discussion on lecithin) 
Tn this case, there Is no evidence for a reversal of 
charge as with the lecithin spherules an f higher 
concentrations of any ion are required to effect 
flocculation of the spherules. Thus, detectable 
aggregation first appears in 1 0 * KaCl and In 10*^
M CaClg# which is to be expected from calculations 
using the formula given for the decreaae of (>otentlal 
with distance from a charged surface. These show 
that if the diffuse double layer around the 
phosphatidyl serine spherules is treated as a flat 
double layer (which is quite reasonable for puoh 
large particles) the potential will have decreased 
exponentially to aero over a distance of the order of 
50X in lO**^ NaCl (Verwey and Overbeek 19^8), thus 
allowing an adhesion in the secondary ainiaua (see 
Introduction). The fact that a fast aggregation 
occurs from 10**^ CaCl^ is in line with results on 
monolayers of phosphatidyl serine which indicated 
that there was a 111 binding of calcium Ions to 
phosphatidyl serine molecules at about 10 M caloiim 
in/
L . .
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In the presence of 0*14) M KCl/Trle-Cl (Banghan and 
!apehadjopoulos, 1966).
The preblea of applying the treatment for , 
uneharged partlolee to such spherules with o 
relatively high surface patentlal is #lved by these 
two latter considerations. The values of collision 
efficiency measured in highest concentrations of 
Mtions, where the potential fall# rapidly to aero, 
ean be used in the theoretical treatsient outlined 
above, as there is almost certainly no significant 
electrostatic force of repulsion at these concentra— 
tien# (Verwey and Overbeek, 1946). Tha results of 
Baagham and Papahadjepeuloa (1966) on the binding 
of calcium ions to phosphatidyl serine (see above) 
also indicate that Xkjs concentrations of the order 
lO**^ calcium the charge on the spherules might be 
expected to be neutralised by bound calcium ions/
In a comparison of the,results for phosphatidyl
choline and phosphatidyl serine the structure of
. \the pelar head group and the surface potential are 
the two key parameters. The polar moiety of the 
two compounds differ in the group which is bound 
by an ester linkage to the phosphate group. As
their names indicate in phosphatidyl choline the
».
tpponp/
;
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group is the quetemery emmonium bese, choline,4>with # structure (CH^) .KCH CH OH end in pbosphs-
‘ U ; tidyl serine it is the smino soid, serine, HOCH^. .
NHg. CfI.OOOH. The phosphatidyl choline head group
T ' .thus consists of the strong base choline and the
moderately strong acid, phosphoric acid. These are
ionised over a wide pH range and thus the head group
... . '
is à awitterion. Nicro—electrophoresis (Bangham
and Pawson 1959) shows that dispersions of this
'M. opsipoufid are iso*»electric over a wide pH range.
Ranai, Haydon and Taylor (1965) have argued that 
suah a result leads to the conclusion that the•' O'
choline and phosphate groups are oo-planar in a
plane perpendicular to the fatty acid chains of
the nelecule i.e. in the plane of surface of the
particles (see also I'ethica 196)). Shalt and
Schulman (196?) interpret their results fro# lecithin
wenolayers on the basis of the head groups being
in the extended configuration with the quaternary
ammonium ion closer to the plane of shear than the , ' ' 
phosphate group. The sort of results presented
bore which indicate that the surface potential is
• ;low or aero are also in favour of the co—planar 
configuration rather than the latter configuration 
in/
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in which the eurfeoe potential would be expected 
to be eowe 40wV positive* However, the high 
resolution preton magnetic resonance spectra of . 
dispersions of egg yolk lecithin show a very siarked 
peak for the protons of the choline group N(CH^)^,« ' i 1CbapMn and Vallach, 1966, which would suggest a
considérable amount of movement for this group.
,* *■ . ' cm the Other hand, X«*ray studies on L-I-glyceryl
pbospboryleboline caAsium chloride tribydrate show
that in the crystalline state the choline residue is
In the *gauche* conformstion rather than the extended
form (Suudarahingam 1968), which would tend to hinder
free rotation*
H " Such considerations lead to a re—interpretationy. -
of the results of the aggregations for lecithin * 
spherules. If the head group is in tbe^ co-planar 
configuration the surface potential would be 
expected to be aero (see above) end the reversal of 
charge phenomenon observed with divalent cations 
reflects the binding of calcium ions, presimably to 
the phosphate group. If the spherules have no 
charge, there should be no diffuse layer of ions 
round the spherules and the results should reflect 
changes in the stern layer (the layer of ions ,
. y ; '*adsorbed/ ‘
■■yy
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adsorbed at the surface) and not change# in thickness 
of the diffuse layer. However, the results for
monovalent cations, which show that a concentration 
—4of lO M NaCl is required for aggregation to occur, 
would suggest that there is some charge on the
tspherules and the decrease of the flocculation con— 
centration with increasing valency of the cation 
suggests that the net charge is negative. Similar
. I ' ■yesuits were obtained by Thomas (1962). This is: , T.: ./;. somewhat difficult to reconcile with the standard
representation of the head group. It is possible 
that the results reflect contaminants in too small 
a concentration to be detected by T.L.C., for
example, phosphatidic acid. The results, however,
' 'clearly demonstrate that phosphatidyl choline binds 
divalent cations, in particular calcium, quite 
strongly, confirming the results of Fhah and cbulman 
(1967 a # b). Presumably the calcium is bound to 
the phosphate group but the nature of the specific 
mechanism for this binding is not yet clear. The 
possibility of changes in the conformation of the 
dipolar head group cannot be ruled out and It is 
possible that binding of Cations may favour a
• .
particular conformation arid stabilise it. As
•Î ’ -»
t etipera tu re/
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"b- .
temperature eeems to have no significant effect on 
the aggregations, it presuaably does not significantly 
alter the head group conformation.
rhosphatidyl serine on the other hand has a
- ■ . negative surface potential, which is a coiihequenoe
of the acidic serine group. This has an amino group
with a pKa of about 9 and a éarboxyl group with a
pKa of about 2. Thus at physiological pH it has an-
extra negative charge compared to lecithin. Spherules 
of this compound will therefore be expected to have 
a difftise double layer about them and increasing 
ienic strength should not only result in increased 
adsorption of counter-ions in a stern layer but also 
a decrease of the diffuse double layer thickness.
Both of these effects will contribute to a diminution 
of the force of electrostatic repulsion. The 
results demonstrate the latter effect and a comparison 
: <4 of the minimum concentration of monovalent and
divalent cations required to produce aggregation, 
namely lO^^ NaCl and 10*^N CaCl^, show that they 
are in the ratio (lOOil) which is th be expected if 
the effect is primarily on the thickness of the 
diffuse double layer (iTruyt 1952). The increased 
rate of aggregation, as reflected in an increased
•i
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value of the oolll^loo offlolenoy, with a further
IK
:;,T.
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Inereaee In the Ionic strength may also result from - ^- . ■ ■ ‘ . ■ r > . ■ 1
 ^ speeific adsorption of cation# in the stern layer,
y  i.; - ' which is to he expected fro# the results of Bangha# 
and PapahadJopoulos (1966) which suggested that
*■- H.
• -1 'above 10  ^M CaCl^, there is a change in the binding
.. ' -  -y■ ■ * " 'complex, giving a higher calcium to phosphatidyl
"11%,(
‘:s;
& serine ratio. Unfortunately the results, in this'i : ; . ' '. .. *■ I ,  . - y  , •case, allew no test of binding in the stem layer as
no charge reversal was observed in the concentration
'range used although stem binding certainly occurs.
‘ n. i l  -, . ' ■! '• t ■' •>
' >. - %
'The results obtained agreed with those of Abramson, ^ ' ' ' . »
Kmtmmmn and Gregor (1964).
- r ‘ - ■ ■ .. - y':': ■ ■ ;*oir The two compounds thus show binding of cations,
probably to, the phosphate group in the case of 
lecithin, while in phosphatidyl serine both the ; 
phosi^ate and the carboxyl group are available for 
the binding of cations. In both cases, divalent 
cations are bound more strongly than monovalent 
cations and lecithin shows a greater affinity, as
shown by reversal of charge concentration and
- ' ; . ' ' '*• collision orficiency, for calcium ions than for the
other divalent cations.used. The order of this
i- .  1/
%
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Increasing affinity MgiFrtBatCa is different fro# 
that obtained by Bangenberg dé Jong (Kruyt 1949), - 
SriBtMgiCa, but it seems likely that not very pure 
samples of egg lecithin were used in this latter 
study# The differences in the values of the/h, ' «collision efficiency which are used to adduce the 
differences in affinity arc small but they are 
Contistent differences. The results obtained for 
the two compounds do not allow the calculation of 
binding constants for the cations and^only useful 
for qualitative comparisons.
" " One ef the main purposes of this study was to
attempt a measurement of the London«»lfamaker constant
*■ %»
end the adhesive energy of these phospholipid 
spherules# The theory behind the measurement has 
been outlined in the ^Material and Methods" section. 
As was discussed at the beginning of this section,
the theory for evaluating the London—Hamaker
-V ÿ.:\constant from a measured value of the collision
efficiency, is based on a number of asstnsptions
:V:' . / /Which are demonstrably reasonable in the case of' '  ^ .
iecithin. The London—Basmkor constant. A, (see 
equations 4, 5 and 6) is a characteristic parameter 
of the interaction of agglomération# of molecules
(K«nr*/.. ' y  y  ■■
‘ y ' " ■ . .
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(Kruyt 1952)• Thus it# value in the interactions 
under different ionic conditionF should be constant 
nsiuiming that the ionic ooncentration» do not 
affect 6. The different value# obtained for the 
collision efficiency reflect a change in the total 
Interaction energy which is the sum of the Tendon 
ottractive energy and the energy of electx*oetatio 
repulsion, the latter changing with the ionic 
oonditione but not the former* A# outlined earlier, 
one of the major assumptions of thie theory, is 
that there if no significant force of electrostatic 
repulsion* Thie aeeumption is reaaonable in the case 
of lecithin epberulee which have at most a very low 
eurfaoe charge. Thus it wae decided to calculate 
the Tendon—Hamaker constant from the collision 
efficiency obtained for aggregation under the moet 
favourable condition#* There were the highest 
concentration of monovalent cation# and the highest 
concentration of divalent cation achieved before 
charge reversal. The latter was chosen, namely 
10* ^  calcium chloride a# this is probably somewhere 
near the aero point of charge of the e phorule# and 
most closely fulfils the above afsumption* The 
value calculated from the result# at 20^C for 
lecithin/
- ' ' ; :'. ' ' : - :• . «7.
lecithin and phosphatidyl soylna Is given In Table 
VTL • Value» baaed on the experiment# in lO*^ 
calcium chloride at 2^0 and 37^C are aleo listed in 
Table # A value of 2*8x10^ o»/»eo wa# used
for the dispersion frequency (»ee below). v
These value# for the London-llamaker constant can 
be compared with those derived from theoretical 
ealcmlation# and by other experimental method#. It 
If poeaible to derive a value for the constant, B, 
far the interaction of two isolated molecules which 
ia given by
B'« hvi - 9
(Hbelwyn—Hughe# 1961) where the energy of interaction 
i« ,iv*n toy hvl, the lenisation potential
(vl ie the frequency of vibration of the dléperelon 
electron) and o the polarieability of the molecule, 
other methods for computing B, from the optical
constants of the molecule, due to a number of author# ^,1
are given in Moelwyn—îfughes I961 ). They require a 
knowledge of the refractive^index over a range of 
wavelengths. The value of A can be derived from 
equation by mean# of the expression (Kruyt 1952), 
A = n*q
Where/
2 -  10
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where q is the number of stem per em^. Tble 
expression is based on the a?sumption that the 
ferae# between moleeules are strictly additive, 
which may not be true for the fassage of the force 
through a dense medium. Lifehita and oo—worker# 
(Lifehitw 1956, Landau and Lifehita I960, 
nmymloahinakii, Lifehita and Pitaevekii i960) have 
developed a theory of the molecular attractive 
ferae# between solid bodies in a liquid medium based 
on the idea of a fluctuating electromagnetic field. 
Tbe expression for the attractive force which i# 
derived from the Maxwell stress tens 1(9^  is given in 
terms ef the macroecopic dielectric constant# and 
dielectric lose factor of the interacting materials. 
In terms of the mnmrtgy of attraction between two 
semi—infinite region# of material separated by a
small planar gap, C, ef medium the expression
where "t » h , h * Planck*F constant and 6. . (i ^  ) 
and t g(i are the dielectric permeabilities of
the media evaluated on the imaginary ax is in the 
complex frequency plane, (Tbrmgian and Üinham I969).
Although/
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Although thi# latter oethod evereome# the
■v ;} • -W u ■'
diffiefalties of the pairwise suswiation method and 
allows for the medium intervening hetween the two 
iateraeting bodies, it requires a knowledge of the 
dieleotrie data over a wide frequency range, except 
fer interactions at large distances (ZlOOoA) where 
the static dielectric constant can be used. As the - 
interactions under consideration are probably 
considerably less than this (ea.lOoX, see below),
it might peem that the tifshite theory is of no more
. •
• ' ''nee than the Lendon-Hamaker equations.. However.■* / I . .. '. - - ' T-y* I.,:Parsegian and Kinham (1969) have calculated a
theoretical constant for the force in thin lipid- ' ' . . ' . ' films using data for hydrocarbon films, with a
.nustbey of assumptions which simplify the calculation^
y , ■ ■ef expression 11. The value of the London—Hamaker
. * •ikconstant A, they calculate is 4*5 to 5*4 x 10 ergs.' - f
 ^ Hayden and Taylor (196BV derived a value of A 
—14‘ef 5*6 X 10** ergs from the contact angles for thin
t il : , . .films of glycerol mono—el eat e in n^ecane. Other 
lipids have been studied, in particular araohidio 
acid#sols (ottewill and Wilkins 1962) which gave a 
value of 6 x 10**^ergs. Although no other values are4 »-
available for phospholipids (see however, Hayden 
1967), it is not unreasonable to compare the values 
calculated/
.•■.■:>»
calculated from the collision efficiency with the 
values listed above*
The values of A given in Table^Sl, were cal­
culated using a value of the characteristic wave—
-7 4length of 1#06 x lO m, based on the vibration ,
frequency of 2*6 x lO^^ cycles/sec* given by
Pereegian and Ninham (1969) for ethane* Ottewill
and Wilkins (1962) give a value of 2*73 % 10^^ cycles
per second for stearic acid* This is not too serious
an assumption as the effect of retardation is probably.‘I
small for these aggregations (see below)* The values
obtained for both lecithin and phosphatidyl serine
—14are in the range 0#9 — %#3 x lO ergs. This is
within the range of values which have been obtained
for other lipids (see above) and the values are thus
consistent with other theoretical and experimental 
determinations.
Prom the values of the London—Hamaker constant, 
the energy of the attraction was calculated. To do 
this, a knowledge of the separation of the adhering 
particles is required* In the Introduction, it was 
pointed out that on the Derjaguin, landau, Verwey, 
Overbeek theory of colloid stability, particles may 
adhere in the so-called primary or secondary minimum.
Th*/
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The first is oberaeterised by strong adhesions which 
are not readily re—dispersed and the latter by weak,
re«^ispersQble adhesions# The aggregates formed in 
—6lO W divalent cations and in 10* * monovalent cations 
were readily re—dispersed mechanically and these 
probably represent adhesions in the secondary minimum# 
However, at 10**^ divalent cations (lO**^ H Ca 
for phosphatidyl serine) and 10**^ M monovalent cations 
very stable aggregates were formed# These were the 
concentrations for which the London—Hamaker constant
I -was calcnilated and the energy of attraction has also 
been calculated for this value, assuming that the 
adhesions are in the primary minimum with a separation 
of gX • Xt is theoretically possible to calculate the 
enwgy of adhesion in the secondary ministun but this 
requires more certain knowledge of the distance of 
separation, which can vary over the range 100—200%, 
and also involves computational problems (Curtis and 
Hocking in press). With a separation of 5%, the re-
tardation correction is negligible, as this separation
30is very small compared to the London wavelength lO A# 
The energy can thus be calculated from the expression 
for the attractive energy between two equal spheres 
ot radlu* at a alnlmn raparatlon H, (Kruyt, 1952)
■ft;
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The velues fer the ener^ are given in Table VIM #
They cover the range 0«73 - l#8 x 10*^^^ergs, vhiob . \
can be alternatively expressed in teres of kT and*•
ii
they are of the order of 200KT. This is greatly in 
excess of the energy required for stable adhesions 
tc eccur# If these values for the l^ndon constant 
are used to approximate a value for the energy of 
adhesion in a secondary ainisiua with a separation of 
about lOoSf value of the order ef 20KT is obtained 
which, although not a strong adhesion, confirms that 
particles of this siae can adhere in a secondary 
minimum situation, (cf fchenkel and Kitchener i960).
The aggregations have been described qualit­
atively, a full quantitative account of them would
require a full description of the surface charge• .properties so as to take into account the repulsive 
energy terms# However, quantitative assessments of 
the energy were made at concentrations where this term 
should be sufficiently small so that it can be safely 
ignored# This condition is true probably only in 
16**^ Ca Clg for the ease of phosphatidyl serine, and 
the stable aggregates formed are possibly a result of 
adsorption of ions in a stem layer* Other factors 
which have been ignored in this account of the 
aggregation/
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; ■ ■ - ft ft-:,- ft. ■ -ft 73. : -ft-:ft ft'- - 'V- ■• . ■ , - ft . - -ft' . . - aggregation and*adhésion of phospholipid spherules
are the effect of the ionic head groups in structuring 
the houmdary layer of water in the for# of "soft ice"
< s
(Derjaguin, 1964) and possible steric effects
ft- ' , ‘ . ■(Happer \46»7) and B om repulsions (Kruyt 1952).
The former possibility has been examined by Johnson et al 
(1966) wh# concluded that deviations from the DLVO 
theory in the flocculation of polyvinyl acetate sols 
could be explained by structuring ef water next to 
the particles providing an additional repulsive 
potential# fterio factors resulting from large head 
groups at the surface of particles give an additional 
entropie repulsion term# It is very difficult to 
stake allowances for either of these terms, and again 
it is probable that their contribution to this system 
is not great as no significant deviations were 
observed which would require their invocation#
. The final question to be asked is whether these 
results can be applied to cells# The behaviour of 
cells has been primarily studied by means of model 
systems utilising tissue culture methods (Veiss, W#194^ 
Abercrombie and Heaysman 1953# 1954, Steinberg 1963,
Path and Veston ,1967)• Model systems have con-
-ft":'// ft ft tributed considerably to our knowledge of ooll
behaviour and from the very nature cf the living
^"'i '.s.. ftt /organism/
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: : ■ ’ , / ,' - y ^ergawism are a necessity rather than a convenience# 
Ifoweye**# when we consider the results of model
systems, we are one step removed from the living"
■■organism and therefore the results smst be treated 
with circumspection. In this study, caution is very 
definitely "the password of the day** as it moves one 
step further and uses a model of the cell itself.
However, as was seen in the "Introduction", 
phospholipid spherules are thought to be formed ef . 
structures which are similar to the membranes of 
cells# Although these obviously "fall far short of . 
the real thing" (Bangham 1966), the hope is that 
parasieters measured on such a system can be applied 
to the cell membrane# As the primary site of cell 
contact reactions is the siembrane, it is further
* • Vhoped that the parameters may be useful in an analysis
•i.-
ef cell contact behaviour, in particular adhesion#
The measurements of the London—Hamaker constant, 
A, are of interest with respect to cells# As this 
Ix»ndon force is approximately additive, the terms for 
the phosholipid constitute only one contribution to 
the total term# But they probably constitute the 
«lajor contribution as the bulk of the periphery of 
the/
'3.
the eell Is phospholipid end the t^ondon—Hemeker
constants might h# axpected to he eomparabla# The
/ ' I ft ' " ' ' ' ' ' :contribution of other component# ie anyway very i 'r •
diffionlt to quantitate (but eee Void, I96I)#./ft:' •-
Weaanremonte have been made of the London—Hamaker
f t - - /  " conetant for varioue cell types. Wilkin#, Ottewill
4 t  ^ .. - . *and Bangham (1962b) using Fuchs* treatment derived a
f t .  f t .< . 4wlk Ivalue for A for sheep leucocytes of 1.6 x lO ergs.
ft'- ir ' : V f '
• \ '-ft ; Aft V 'ft- ■ :.M,' ' A
*• ft,'
Curtis (1969) using the technique detailed here 
derived values for a number of cell types in the 
range 10**^  ^— 10**^®ergs. The values moasured for 
both phospholipid are thus very similar, not only to 
one another, but also to the value measured for cells# 
It is thus possible that the phospholipid is of
■ ■ .1 ■
primary importance in the adhesion of cells. The . 
fact that both phospholipids have similar values, 
weuld indicate that any alteration in the type of 
phospholipid constituting the membrane will have
little effect on the attractive interaction, although
"• - ft“ft.ftsignificant proportions of charged phospholipids may 
result in considerable surface potentials and hence
an increase in the energy of electrostatic repulsion
" .. -ft"(Baagham,1968), quite apart from the action of other 
ehgrgcd groups on the surface of the membrane.
The/
.ft / :^ft v - v ' ' v:
'  '  - '  -  f t  a : -  . A .  f t / : /
*4. ' '. : A. . A 76.
jr^y:a=-
K /V A. The eeleuletions ef the energy of adhesion are
alee potsibly applicable to cells à# the ephemleê 
are of a similar mime range to cello in en open# ion#
The . values for the adhesion in the primary minimum*
• ' ft
In excess of lOOKT* indicate that these are veryft'
stable adhesions and are comparable to those eases
.
where cells are thought to adhere in the primary 
mlninmm, for example sheep leucocytes (Wilkins*
Ottewill and Bangham 1962)* chick neural retina cells 
and various tissue culture lines (Curtis 1969)# uch 
a value for the London constant would also allow 
adhesion of cells in a secondary minimum (Curtis,
1966* Brooks at al* 196?) with an energy of the order 
of 20I(T on the theory of cell adhesion due to Curtis 
(1966)# Thus the phospholipids of the plasmalemma may 
be a key parameter in determining the attractive 
force between cells.
The action of the different ions* although the 
evidence is soMwhat tenuous* is also of interest •
The greater efficacy of calcium ions in promoting 
aggregation and their presumed binding by phospholipids 
ie ef particular interest. Calcium ions have long 
• been considered of key importance in cell adhesion
(fteinberg 1958* Bangham and Tethica i960, Curtis 1962) 
although/■
• ■ A / .  a;
'-/A-., 77' " " ■ ft" - ' . . .  . / , .ft- * ■ '. X , f t  • " '?
Q-'
although the olalms nf potassium have been advaneed
(happaport and Hbvme 1966)# A number of etudle# have
 ^ " ' :been made en the ebility of other divalent cation#
to substitute for calcium in adhesion# The results
obtained vary with the eell type although calcium
. . .ie the most generally effective ion (eee Table in
: , . '*■ .. '
Armstrong and Jones 1968)* the most significant
: ft /.. ft: - \ - A : . - '. '. ^exception being the sheep polyomrphonuclear leucocyte
I f  ^which is most responsive to Barium (Vilkins et al
1962a)# It has been generally assumed that the calcium
.. _ . A- ‘-'"'ft' .4-  ^ M-binds to carboxyl groups on the cell surface, although
y- ft^A ' .
■ ' 'if:
: . . . f
: .lirAAA.AA
Æ  A the carboxyl groups which have been measured do not"W - :/ f " • , * j ■
If--'
ft:
>
bind calcium very strongly (pk3& 15, Sillen and; ' A,  ^ !: _ . . '
Martell 1964) and it has been proposed that binding
‘ . '■ * .* ' ■' also involves oo—ordination with substituted amino
groups, as in chelating agents (Armstrong and Jones
r. A' ■ -y1968)# However, there is no evidence for such a
mechanism# These results and those of Bangham and
Papahadjopoiilos (1966) on the binding of calcium to
'  : ■ ■■ •' .A, 'phosphatidyl serine, which ion it binds more strongly.. ft. ' .than magnesium, may indicate that the binding by
, -  ^ . „ phospholipids of calcium may be of greater imi>ortanoe
in a study of cell adhesion than has been previously
thought# :' ^ s' t '
T#"#/
" 'ft:
' ,. .ft ' / 3A '  ^ .ft - (7 / . ' : !
■ ;..-A  : ,
'  . A f t ,  . . . .  / _  , r
.7 . ' f t . . .  ' . . /  /  - - ' A : '  :ft ■ ■ !- : w&:\A^r.ft______  ft^ ^
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Le^ e Freculatively the binding of ealcinm by 
phorpholipid# hae ralevanca to itF offact on thf action 
potential of nerve cells (Katz 1966), on the per- 
menbility of model membrane# (Bangham 1966) and on 
the Junctional uncoupling of cell membrane#
(ixiewen stein 1966) .
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